Introduction {#s1}
============

Spatiotemporal self-organization of biomolecules in cells is part of a fundamental mechanism to maintain cellular structure. In particular, the intracellular reaction-diffusion wave (iRD) is an essential mechanism for various processes of spatiotemporal regulation, including DNA segregation ([@bib1]), cell-shape deformation, cell migration ([@bib2]; [@bib25]), and cell polarization ([@bib14]). A remarkable example of iRD is Min wave, which is a bacterial spatiotemporal organization system (Min system). The Min system places the division site precisely at the center of the cell by using iRD ([@bib42]; [@bib43]). This system comprises three proteins called MinC, MinD, and MinE, with the localization of MinD and MinE oscillating between one pole and the other as the result of a coupling between biochemical reactions and molecular diffusions ([@bib33]; [@bib43]). MinC has no role in the Min wave but rather inhibits the polymerization of a cell division initiation factor (FtsZ) by following the Min wave. This process enforces the initiation of cell division only at the center of cells ([@bib42]; [@bib43]).

To date, Min wave is the only biological RD system reconstituted in vitro. The reconstitution of Min wave was first shown by spotting a mixture of MinD, MinE, and ATP on two-dimensinal (2D) planar membranes comprising *E. coli* polar lipid extract in open geometry ([@bib33]). The following studies based on a 2D planar system have clarified the mechanisms of wave generation and the characteristics of Min waves ([@bib34]; [@bib35]; [@bib58]; [@bib48]; [@bib57]; [@bib6]). In vitro studies have demonstrated that external environments such as boundary shapes, protein concentrations, and lipid species alter the patterns, velocities, wavelengths and shapes of Min waves ([@bib35]; [@bib58]; [@bib48]; [@bib57]; [@bib6]; [@bib7]). In particular, boundary shapes prepared by structured poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) chambers significantly change the behavior of Min waves, with studies showing that a rod-shape is important in terms of inducing the pole-to-pole oscillation found in living cells ([@bib58]; [@bib57]; [@bib6]).

Owing to the importance of Min waves in initiating division at a precise location, the timing, conditions, and regulation of their emergence should be investigated. The critical conditions for Min wave emergence, including environmental effects, have been surveyed in open spaces, but the effect of confinement in cell-sized spaces, which is one of the most remarkable features of living cells, has been poorly addressed. Although some studies have reported reconstitution of Min waves in fully confined cell-sized spaces ([@bib57]; [@bib6]; [@bib32]), lipid conditions were modified or the spaces were closed after observing wave generation. The necessity of these treatments suggests that the cell-sized space affects the conditions that are needed for Min wave emergence.

Recent studies have unveiled that confinement inside cell-sized space alters both the behaviors of biochemical reactions and molecular diffusion ([@bib53]; [@bib30]; [@bib50]). Because RD waves appear only in limited parameter ranges ([@bib54]; [@bib8]), encapsulation inside a cell-sized space should shift the conditions that are suitable for Min wave emergence, such as the diffusion and interaction of the wave\'s elements. Moreover, by considering interference of the RD waves at the time of two-wave collision ([@bib31]) and the initiation of Min waves by interactions among Min proteins on 2D planar membranes ([@bib33]), it is plausible that the conditions for the emergence of a single wave in a small space are different from those that support multiple waves in a large space.

In this study, we investigated the mechanism behind the generation of Min waves in a closed micro-sized space that was fully covered with *Escherichia coli* polar lipid extract. Our experimental and theoretical analyses revealed that a fully confined micro-sized space changes the rates of protein localization, and therefore, that elements that cancel this effect are necessary to produce Min waves in a small space. Furthermore, our results show that the cell-sized space itself plays some role in spatio-temporal regulation via RD mechanisms in living cells.

Results {#s2}
=======

MinDE are insufficient for emerging Min waves in a micro-sized space fully covered with *E. coli* polar lipid extract {#s2-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies have reported that only MinD, MinE, and ATP are necessary and sufficient for the generation of Min waves on 2D planar membranes of *E. coli* polar lipid extract ([@bib33]) ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and in a cell-sized space that is fully confined by using a modified lipid mixture ([@bib57]; [@bib32]). The Min wave in open geometry has been well characterized in many laboratories ([@bib34]; [@bib48]; [@bib6]), and has also been reproduced by using materials prepared in our laboratory (sfGFP-MinD and MinE-mCherry) ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We encapsulated these materials in micro-sized spaces that were fully covered with *E. coli* polar lipid extract using an emulsification method ([@bib12]; [@bib57]). However, we found that sfGFP-MinD, MinE-mCherry, and ATP are insufficient for Min wave emergence in the microdroplets covered with *E. coli* polar lipids ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Video 1](#video1){ref-type="video"}). Use of non-fluorescent tagged MinDE tracked by sfGFP-MinC indicated that fluorescent proteins fused with MinD or MinE could not explain the lack of wave occurrence ([Figure 1A,B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, sfGFP-MinD, MinE-mCherry, and ATP induced Min waves in microdroplets covered with a lipid mixture (85% DOPC and 15% cardiolipin), as reported previously ([@bib57]) ([Video 2](#video2){ref-type="video"}). These results indicated that after encapsulation in a micro-sized space fully covered with lipid alters, some critical parameters for Min wave emergence differ from those that allow for wave emergence on 2D membranes.

![Min waves emergence in microdroplets as a result of high-concentration BSA addition.\
(**A**) Schematic illustration of a simplified molecular mechanism underlying Min wave propagation and the experimental system. (**B**) Min waves on 2D supported lipid bilayers (SLB). (**C,D**) Microdroplets encapsulating 1 μM sfGFP-MinD, MinE-mCherry, and 2.5 mM ATP in the absence (**C**) or the presence of 100 mg/mL BSA (**D**). Scale bars: 10 μm. (D) Kymographs of sfGFP-MinD (green) and MinE-mCherry (red) in the proximity of membranes in each droplet are shown in the right half of the panel. Kymographs were generated by tracking fluorescence intensities along circumference lines on the membrane surface. Arrows beside the kymographs show the direction and mode of the Min wave. Single-round and double-headed arrows indicate a traveling wave and pole-to-pole oscillation, respectively. (**E**) Probability of inhomogeneous localization and wave propagation revealed by the reconstitution experiments at various concentrations of sfGFP-MinD and MinE-mCherry in microdroplets. (**F**) Enrichment profiles of MinD and MinE derived from normalized surface plots.\
10.7554/eLife.44591.006Figure 1---source data 1.Numerical data of [Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-44591-fig1){#fig1}

###### Behaviors of Min proteins entrapped in microdroplets.

10.7554/eLife.44591.007

###### Wave propagation of Min proteins in microdroplets with a lipid mixture (85% DOPC and 15% cardiolipin).

10.7554/eLife.44591.008

Addition of protein crowder assists Min wave emergence in cell-sized droplets {#s2-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The difference in emergence conditions between a 2D planar membrane and a 3D closed space raised the possibility that factors other than MinDE are involved in the regulation of Min wave emergence in living cells. From the fact that lipid species change the conditions for Min wave emergence, we assumed that changes in the balance between reaction and diffusion by factors such as the physicochemical environments are associated with this difference.

As a candidate for such a factor, we focused on molecular crowding in cells. In living cells, \~30% of the cell mass consists of macromolecules, and such crowding of molecules modulates both biochemical reactions and molecular diffusion ([@bib56]; [@bib17]). Therefore, crowding is probably associated with patterns that affect reaction-diffusion systems. In fact, crowding agents that emulate molecular crowding in vitro have been shown to affect the coupling of Min waves over membrane gaps ([@bib45]) and the wavelength of Min waves in the presence of the FtsZ system ([@bib36]).

To test this possibility, synthetic polymers (PEG8000 or Ficoll70) or a protein-based crowding agent (BSA) were mixed with MinDE and ATP, with the mixtures then being encapsulated in microdroplets covered with *E. coli* polar lipid. Remarkably, co-supplementation of BSA at high concentration (100 mg/mL) with Min proteins induced Min wave emergence ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Video 3](#video3){ref-type="video"}), whiereas neither PEG8000 nor Ficoll70 induced Min waves ([Videos 4](#video4){ref-type="video"} and [5](#video5){ref-type="video"}). Supplementation of BSA also induced Min-wave emergence when no-fluorescence-tagged MinDE was tracked by sfGFP-MinC ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1C](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Video 6](#video6){ref-type="video"}).

###### Wave propagation of Min proteins in microdroplets containing 100 mg/mL BSA.

10.7554/eLife.44591.009

###### Behavior of Min proteins entrapped in microdroplets containing 100 mg/mL PEG8000.

10.7554/eLife.44591.010

###### Behavior of Min proteins entrapped in microdroplets containing 100 mg/mL Ficoll70.

10.7554/eLife.44591.011

###### Wave propagation of non-tagged MinD tracked by sfGFP-MinC in microdroplets containing 100 mg/mL BSA.

10.7554/eLife.44591.012

Varying concentrations of MinD and MinE indicated that both proteins should be present at a concentration of around 1 μM to lead the emergence of Min waves ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with their concentrations in vivo ([@bib46]). ATP replacement with ADP or ATPγS, or replacement of MinD with an ATPase-deficient mutant ([@bib55]), showed that the Min wave depends on ATP ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}), as is the case for waves on 2D planar membranes ([@bib33]). The frequent patterns observed were pole-to-pole oscillations and traveling waves ([Figure 1---figure supplement 3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}), as noted by a previous study using modified lipids ([@bib57]). MinE was enriched at the tail of the traveling wave ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} top) and was enriched at both tails of the wave in pole-to-pole oscillations ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} bottom). These MinE enrichments were similar to those reported previously for traveling waves on 2D planar membranes ([@bib33]), and for the so-called E ring observed in living cells with pole-to-pole oscillations ([@bib42]).

BSA modifies the attachment of MinE onto membranes without MinD {#s2-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------

To understand why the conditions for the emergence of Min waves differ between 2D planar membranes and 3D closed geometry, we investigated how BSA affects the mechanism of wave emergence in a closed micro-sized space. Crowding agents such as BSA may change reaction rates and diffusion rates ([@bib56]; [@bib17]). Changes to the reaction rate are related to changes in the interactions between Min proteins or between a protein and a membrane. The first-known mechanism to modify these interactions is the depletion force, which enhances the attraction between proteins. The crowding agents might also bind directly with MinD or MinE to promote the formation of MinDE complexes. Furthermore, the crowding agents decrease the diffusion constants. We investigated these effects in detail. Among these effects, the effect of depletion force was excluded from the investigation because previous studies have indicated that BSA causes a much weaker depletion force than PEG8000 or Ficoll70 ([@bib17]).

The diffusion of macromolecules inside the closed space was evaluated using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and fluorescence recovery after photo-bleaching (FRAP). FCS revealed that the diffusion rate of GFP in cytosolic parts at 50 mg/mL BSA was similar to that in non-crowding conditions but decreased at over 100 mg/mL ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, we found that Min waves were generated stably even with 50 mg/mL of BSA ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). The effect of BSA on the diffusion of sfGFP-MinD on membranes was investigated using FRAP. The diffusion rates of MinD on lipid membranes of various sizes of microdroplets decreased only slightly even in 100 mg/mL of BSA ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![The effects of BSA on Min wave elements in cell-sized droplets.\
(**A**) Diffusion coefficients of sfGFP in solutions with various BSA concentrations entrapped in microdroplets (n = 10). (**B**) Diffusion coefficients of sfGFP-MinD attached on lipid membranes with or without 100 mg/mL BSA (n = 10) plotted as a function of microdroplet diameters. (**C**) Pull-down assay for BSA and Min proteins. His-sfGFP-MinD, MinE-mCherry-His, or sfGFP-MinD^D40A^Δ10 with MinE-mCherry-His was incubated with Ni-NTA resins with or without BSA. The fractions eluted by imidazole and the flow through were visualized by CBB staining. (**D**) Inhibition of spontaneous binding between membranes and Min proteins by BSA. Either sfGFP-MinD or MinE-mCherry was encapsulated in the presence or absence of 50 mg/mL BSA. Microdroplets of 20 µm diameter are shown. As a control, the same experiments were performed using 1 μM sfGFP only or 5 μM FITC-labelled BSA with 5 μM BSA (total 0.67 mg/mL). Scale bars represent 5 μm.](elife-44591-fig2){#fig2}

To test how BSA affects the reactions that form MinDE complexes, we employed a pull-down assay to analyze the direct association of BSA with MinD or MinE. BSA was mixed with MinD or MinE immobilized on Ni-NTA beads using a histidine-tag. The pull-down assay showed that BSA flowed through the Ni-NTA with Min proteins, and therefore, no BSA band was found after eluting MinD or MinE by imidazole. These results indicate that BSA does not bind directly to MinD or MinE. The pull-down assay using MinD^D40A^Δ10, which still bound with MinE due to its lack of ATPase activity ([@bib40]), also indicates that BSA does not enhance the interactions of the MinDE complex ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Even though the three above-mentioned effects are not relevant, we found that BSA leads MinE to localize differently in cytosolic parts and on membranes. Each sfGFP-MinD and MinE-mCherry was encapsulated in a micro-sized space that was fully covered with *E. coli* polar lipid, and the localization of MinD and MinE was visualized using a confocal fluorescence microscope. In the absence of BSA, almost all of the MinD and MinE were localized similarly on membranes. By contrast, the addition of BSA drastically changed the localization. In the presence of BSA, changes in MinD localization were relatively few, but the localization of MinE on membranes completely disappeared ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Because sfGFP alone or BSA at low concentration (0.67 mg/mL) does not localize on membranes ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), the spontaneous localization of MinE cannot be explained by membrane defects. Furthermore, FRAP also showed that MinE-mCherry diffuses faster than sfGFP-MinD in the absence of BSA, which indicates that the localization of MinE was not driven by protein denaturation ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that changes in the localization of MinE are a key factor in the emergence of waves in microdroplets.

Suppression of spontaneous membrane localization of MinE is the key to emergence of Min waves in micro-sized space {#s2-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To quantify the details of MinE localization in microdroplets, we employed an index value for the localization ratio (c/m) obtained by dividing the concentration of MinE in the cytosolic parts (c \[1/µm^3^\]) by those on membranes (m \[1/µm^2^\]) ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Both concentrations are expressed by characteristic concentrations in the cytosol, c*~b~*, and on the membrane, c*~s~*, such as $\text{c} = c_{0}c_{b}$ and $\text{m} = m_{0}c_{s}$, respectively. Here, we may freely choose the values of the characteristic concentrations, which would accordingly change the values of the unitless concentrations $c_{0}$ and $m_{0}$. It is reasonable to assume that these quantities are proportional to the fluorescence intensity at the position in the cytosol $I_{b}$ and on the membrane $I_{s}$, possibly with different proportional constants such as $c_{0} = \alpha_{b}I_{b}$ and $m_{0} = \alpha_{s}I_{s}$, respectively. This argument ensures that the localization ratio (c/m) is identified as $\text{c/m} = \left( {\alpha_{b}c_{b}/\left( {\alpha_{s}c_{s}} \right)} \right)I_{b}/I_{s}$ with the ratio of fluorescence intensity up to a proportional constant. This argument implies that the relative value of c/m is a relevant quantity.

![Relations between the rate of spontaneous localization of MinE on membranes and Min wave emergence.\
(**A**) Schematic illustrations of the method to evaluate MinE localization (c/m). (**B, D**) Changes of c/m of MinE-mCherry at various BSA concentrations (**B**) and for different concentrations of macromolecules in the cell extract (**D**). (**C, E**) Percentages of microdroplets that have a Min wave plotted as a function of c/m as determined by BSA concentration(**B**) or concentration of *E. coli* cell extract (**D**), respectively. The fitting lines are sigmoidal curves. (**F**) Effects of macromolecular crowding agents (1, 10, 100 mg/mL) and the modified lipid condition (15% cardiolipin and 85% DOPC condition, abbreviated as CA + PC) on the c/m of MinE-mCherry. Microdroplets smaller than 30 μm in diameter were selected and the c/m of 1 µM MinE-mCherry was evaluated.](elife-44591-fig3){#fig3}

We measured fluorescence intensities at the center of microdroplets and the edges of signals. In this case, c/m becomes one when MinE is not localized on the membrane, whereas c/m becomes 0 when all MinE localizes on membranes. As shown in [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the c/m of MinE increased in proportion to BSA concentration.

Then, we investigated the relation between c/m and the probability of Min wave emergence. Plots of wave emergence percentage as a function of c/m controlled by BSA concentration showed that its relation is a sigmoidal as a threshold function ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Min waves were observed in a small fraction of microdroplets at c/m \<0.4 (\<1 mg/mL BSA), and in almost all microdroplets at c/m \>0.7 (\>30 mg/mL BSA).

To check whether or not the effect is specific to BSA, we tested another protein crowder --- a cell extract of *E. coli* prepared by sonication ([@bib17]). In this case, we added an ATP recycling system to suppress ATP deletion caused by the components of the cell extract. The cell extract modulated the c/m of MinE in a similar manner as BSA, although its effect was stronger than BSA ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the cell extract also led to the emergence of Min waves in the microdroplets covered with *E. coli* polar lipid extract ([Video 7](#video7){ref-type="video"}). The relation between c/m and the probability of Min wave emergence was similar to that of BSA concentration ([Figure 3E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicated that high c/m is required for the stable emergence of Min waves in a 3D closed geometry.

###### Wave propagation of Min proteins in microdroplets containing 16 mg/mL macromolecules in cell extract.

10.7554/eLife.44591.017

Under conditions using macromolecular crowding reagents that do not lead to the emergence of Min waves (PEG8000 and Ficoll70), c/m was as low as and similar to that without BSA ([Figure 3F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Then, we checked c/m in the case of microdroplets covered with the modified lipid (15% cardiolipin and 85% DOPC), which causes Min waves without BSA. When the lipid was modified, c/m was near 0.4 ([Figure 3F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which is as high as the minimal BSA-associated c/m value required for Min wave emergence. These results supported the notion that the suppression of attachment of MinE on membrane without the aid of MinD is key to the emergence of Min waves in micro-sized space.

Smaller microdroplets have the higher rate of spontaneous MinE membrane localization {#s2-5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the c/m of MinE, the maximum levels of attachment on membranes and the total amounts of MinE are conceivable factors. In smaller microdroplets, the surface-area-to-volume ratio is large, and therefore, almost all MinE can localize on the membrane (meaning c/m \~0). By contrast, in large spaces, the levels of MinE on membranes are close to the maximum levels for membrane localization (such as those found on 2D lipid bilayers) and not all of the MinE can localize at the membranes; this leads to a larger c/m. In fact, c/m was estimated to be 0.76 in the case of 2D lipids that showed Min wave emergence in the absence of BSA ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). If this assumption holds, c/m will increase in proportion to the sizes of the microdroplets, and its response to the space size is therefore sensitive to the concentration of MinE used.

To verify this point, we investigated the localization of MinE in various sizes of microdroplets in the absence of BSA. In smaller microdroplets (\<20 μm diameter), c/m was less than 0.2. In larger microdroplets ([\>]{.ul}20 μm diameter), c/m increased in proportion to the amount of MinE. Moreover, the increase in c/m was highly dependent on the concentration of MinE. The diameters of microdroplets in which c/m reached 0.5 were approximately 45 μm at 10 μM MinE, and around 70 μm at 3 μM MinE ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of 1 μM MinE, c/m stayed low when the droplet size was less than 130 μm ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We also tested the size dependence of c/m in the presence of 10 mg/mL BSA, which is the minimum BSA concentration for Min wave emergence in microdroplets. In this case, c/m did not depend on microdroplet size. However, the value of c/m was higher than 0.7 ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Size-dependence of c/m.\
Spontaneous localization of MinE-mCherry is plotted against size of microdroplets. The average of c/m ratio at each 0.1 logarithmic scale are shown (n = 208 for 1 µM, 386 for 3 µM, and 184 for 10 µM). Error bars indicate standard deviations.](elife-44591-fig4){#fig4}

Although c/m is higher than 0.4 in \>50 μm microdroplets entrapping 3 μM MinE ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), no Min waves were observed at 1 μM MinD and 3 μM MinE in the absence of BSA. This result may be associated with the very low rate of Min wave appearance at this MinE concentration, even in the presence of 100 mg/mL BSA ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Computational simulation of a Min wave supports the importance of MinE localization for wave emergence {#s2-6}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To understand the importance of MinE localization, we examined Min wave generation using computational simulations (see \'Materials and methods\' and \'Appendices 1--3\'). We considered two models. Model I ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1A](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}) is simply based on the model proposed by [@bib5], whereas Model II ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1B](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}) is based on a combination of the two models proposed by [@bib5] and by [@bib24] in order to incorporate the effects of persistent MinE membrane binding and transformation from ADP-MinD to ATP-MinD in the cytosol (see Appendix 1). On the basis of these models, we investigated the effect of spontaneous MinE binding. This effect is characterized by the quantity *c*~e,0~, which demonstrates the concentration of MinE on the membrane in the absence of MinD. To our knowledge, all the previous models lack this effect, that is, MinE was assumed to be in the cytosol without the presence of MinD (the concentration of MinE on the membrane, *c*~e~, becomes *c*~e~ = 0 when the total concentration of MinD, $\mathfrak{D}_{0}$, is $\mathfrak{D}_{0}$ = 0). This is because, in the absence of MinD, MinE fails to localize to the peripheral portion of the cell. This is in contrast to the observations of MinE binding on the membrane in the absence of MinD in vitro ([@bib23]; [@bib40]; [@bib49]), and with our experiments demonstrating that MinE localization is a key factor in determining Min wave generation.

In both Model I and II, the concentration of MinE on the membrane becomes $c_{\text{e,0}}$ in the absence of MinD. The rest of the MinE is in the bulk of the cytosol, and therefore, c/m is given by $\left( {\mathfrak{D}_{0} - \alpha\mathfrak{c}_{\text{e,0}}} \right)/c_{\text{e,0}}$ (see Appendix 2). Therefore, when $c_{\text{e,0}}$ is smaller, c/m is larger.

First, we confirmed numerically that the rotating wave occurs in the closed membrane when MinE localization is weak, $c_{\text{e,0}}$\~ 0 ([Video 8](#video8){ref-type="video"}). The wave generation occurred when the total concentrations of MinD and MinE are comparable. We also observed that pole-to-pole oscillation occurs near the boundary between a stationary state and the rotating wave in the phase diagram of the two concentrations. Wave generation on the planar membrane was also observed when MinE localization was weak, consistent with previous studies ([@bib5]; [@bib20]).

###### Time development during the initial stages of MinD single waves in lipid droplets using Model I (simulation).

10.7554/eLife.44591.021

Next, we studied the effect of spontaneous MinE localization on wave emergence using numerical simulations and linear stability analysis (see \'Materials and methods\'). [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the numerical results describing the amplitude of the wave for the closed membrane in our models (red points for Model II and pink points for Model I). Irrespective to these models, the wave disappeared and the concentrations of MinD and MinE were uniform on the membrane when MinE localization was strong $c_{\text{e},\text{0}} > > 0$. The conditions that are conducive to wave generation may also be evaluated by linear stability analysis of the stationary state. In [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the dark shaded area shows the region in which the stationary state is linearly unstable. In this area, Min waves occurred. Both the numerical results and the linear stability analysis provided evidence that above $c_{\text{e},\text{0}} = 0.03$, the Min wave disappears.

![Simulation results for wave generation in the presence of membrane-attached MinE.\
The simulation results for wave generation in the presence of spontaneous MinE interaction at $\mathfrak{D}_{0}$ = 0.5 and $\varepsilon_{0}$ = 0.8 (see \'Materials and methods\') are shown. Results are shown for the closed spherical membrane and for the planar membrane. Waves are characterized by the amplitude of the first mode ($l = 1$) in spherical harmonics expansion of the closed membrane, and by the maximum amplitude at a finite wave number in the planar membrane. The amplitude is normalized by its value without spontaneous MinE localization. Stability data for the homogeneous state, calculated from the real part of the maximum eigenvalue, show that the homogeneous state is stable in the closed membrane (dark-shaded area) and planar membrane (light shaded area), but linearly unstable otherwise.](elife-44591-fig5){#fig5}

Consistent with our experimental results, the numerical simulations indicated that the degree of spontaneous MinE binding shifts the conditions for Min wave emergence ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We also performed the same analysis for the planar membrane. The linear stability analysis (light shaded area in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) showed that the critical concentration of MinE localization is higher in the planar membrane. Furthermore, the numerical results illustrated an even larger shift of the transition point (as shown by the blue points datapoints in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggested that the condition is dependent on the size of the membrane; under confinement, the shift is sufficiently strong to eliminate wave generation at stronger MinE localization. On the other hand, wave generation of the planar membrane was less suppressed, and thus, it continued when there was stronger MinE localization on the membrane.

Theoretical analysis reveals that confinement regulates Min wave emergence {#s2-7}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the effect of confinement, we studied the two models introduced above (Model I and II). We used these two models because they incorporate the two effects (persistent MinE membrane binding and transformation from ADP-MinD to ATP-MinD in cytosol), that were assumed to play essential roles in the wave generation, but had been studied separately. We found that in the closed geometry, these two models reproduce the same results, suggesting that under confinement the difference between the models is not important.

[Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the phase diagram of the wave generation in the total (membrane plus cytosol) MinD and MinE concentrations according to the linear stability analysis of Model II. The Min wave occurred when both of these concentrations were above the values at the phase boundary for the first mode ($l = 1$). Stability of the stationary state is dependent on the spatially inhomogeneous modes. The zero mode ($l = 0$) expressed uniform concentration on the membrane whereas the first mode ($l = 1$) expresses inhomogeneous distribution with one wavelength on the membrane (see [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The homogeneous oscillation ($l = 0$), in which the concentrations of MinD and MinE are uniform on the membrane but oscillate in time, occurs at another phase boundary shown in [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The phase boundary of the homogeneous oscillation requires higher concentrations than that of the Min wave, resulting in wave generation rather than uniform oscillation in the closed membrane. This behavior is not obvious in reaction diffusion systems. For any two-variable reaction-diffusion equations, it can be shown that uniform oscillation occurs rather than the wave of the first mode ([@bib41]). In our models, wave generation did occur by additional degrees of freedom.

![Regulation of the generation and stability of Min waves by confinement.\
(**A**) The phase diagram obtained from linear stability analysis of wave instability (the first mode, $l = 1$) and homogeneous oscillation (the zero mode, $l = 0$) under various total concentrations of MinD and MinE in the closed membrane of size $R = 5$ in Model II. (**B**) Stability of the homogeneous state for each mode obtained by a real part of the eigenvalue in different models near the transition point of wave generation, $\mathfrak{D}_{0}$ = 0.2 and $\varepsilon_{0}$ = 0.8. Instability is demonstrated by positive eigenvalues. The black dashed line indicates neutral stability in which the real part of the eigenvalue is zero. The theoretical results, which are an under approximation that neglect the effect of bulk dynamics, are demonstrated by the solid lines (see \'Materials and methods\' and [Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}). Each color (blue and red) corresponds to a different model. The dashed red line shows the stability of the homogeneous state theoretically obtained by including the effect of confinement.\
10.7554/eLife.44591.026Figure 6---source data 1.Numerical data of [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-44591-fig6){#fig6}

To investigate theoretically the mechanism of suppression of the uniform oscillation that results in inhomogeneous wave generation, we considered the generic framework to combine the two models outlined in Appendix 4. Our method enabled us to eliminate the bulk cytosol concentration field. The condition of the wave generation was identified by the real part of the largest eigenvalue ${Re}\sigma > 0$, where the eigenvalues, $\sigma$, were then obtained by solving the following equation:$$\det\left( {\mathbf{\Lambda}_{l}^{(0)} + \mathbf{\Gamma} \cdot \mathbf{M} - \sigma\mathbf{I}} \right) = 0$$

All of the terms in the determinant are $n \times n$ matrices under $n$ concentration fields on the membrane. The first term describes the reaction on the membrane, whereas the second term expressed the effect of bulk cytosol. Here, $\mathbf{I}$ denotes the $n \times n$ identity matrix and $\mathbf{\Gamma}$ shows the coupling of the reactions on the membrane with the bulk cytosol concentrations close to the membrane (see Appendix 4). The effect of confinement in $\mathbf{M}$ appears from its dependence on the size of the system, such as the radius $R$ of a sphere or the height $H$ of the bulk on the planar membrane. [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the real part of the largest eigenvalue for the closed membrane as a function of the number of modes. The eigenvalue is positive only at the first mode, suggesting that wave instability occurs instead of uniform oscillation at this mode. This result is independent of choice of Model I or II, and is also independent of the saturation term (see Appendix 3).

From the theoretical analysis, we were able to identify three effects of confinement: (i) the homogeneous stationary solution is dependent on the system size through $\alpha$, (ii) the diffusion on the membrane inhibits higher-mode (smaller length scale) inhomogeneity (see [Equation 32](#equ32){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and (iii) the effect of the dynamics of the bulk concentrations in [Equation 3](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"} modifies the stability. Among the three contributions, the second one is easily computed once we know the eigenvalues at the zero mode for the matrix:$$\mathbf{\Lambda}_{l}^{(0)} = \mathbf{\Lambda}_{l = 0}^{(0)} - \frac{l\left( l + 1 \right)}{R^{2}}\mathbf{I}$$

In [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, this is demonstrated by the solid lines for each model (see also [Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}). It is evident that the stability at the higher modes is dominated by this effect. On the other hand, the eigenvalues at the zero mode deviate from the lines. This result is explained by the effects of (i) and (iii), suggesting that the mechanism of the wave instability is oscillatory instability at the first mode ($l = 1$) with suppression of instability at the zero mode ($l = 0$) due to the effect of confinement.

To see more details about the effect of confinement, we investigated the second term in [Equation 1](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). For the spherical membrane ([Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), the effect of confinement is given by:$$M_{ij} = \frac{{\hat{\xi}}_{j}\left( \sigma \right)}{D}\left( {p_{ij} + \sigma q_{ij} + \frac{l\left( {l + 1} \right)}{R^{2}}r_{ij}} \right)\frac{i_{l}\left( {R/{\hat{\xi}}_{j}\left( \sigma \right)} \right)}{i_{l}^{\prime}\left( {R/{\hat{\xi}}_{j}\left( \sigma \right)} \right)}$$where$${\hat{\xi}}_{i}\left( \sigma \right) = \sqrt{\frac{D}{\sigma + \lambda_{i}}}$$and $i_{l}\left( x \right)$ is $l$ th-order of the modified spherical Bessel function of the first kind and $i'_{l}\left( x \right) = di_{l}\left( x \right)/dx$. This effect is significantly different from that on the planar membrane ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), where the effect of bulk is expressed by:$$M_{ij} = \frac{{\hat{\xi}}_{j}\left( \sigma \right)}{D}\left( {p_{ij} + \sigma q_{ij} + \frac{l\left( {l + 1} \right)}{R^{2}}r_{ij}} \right)\frac{cosh\left( {H/{\hat{\xi}}_{j}\left( \sigma \right)} \right)}{sinh\left( {H/{\hat{\xi}}_{j}\left( \sigma \right)} \right)}$$where the length scale $\hat{\xi}$ is expressed by the eigenvalue, $\sigma$, and wave number, $k = \left| \mathbf{k} \right|$, as in:$$\frac{1}{{\hat{\xi}}_{i}\left( \sigma \right)} = \sqrt{k^{2} + \frac{\sigma + \lambda_{i}}{D}}$$

The magnitude of this effect is represented by $i_{l}\left( {R/\hat{\xi}} \right)/i_{l}^{\prime}\left( {R/\hat{\xi}} \right)$ for the closed membrane and $cosh\left( {H/\hat{\xi}} \right)/sin\left( {H/\hat{\xi}} \right)$ for the planar membrane, both of which are shown in [Figure 7C and D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. As the size $R$ and $H$ decreases, the effect becomes stronger for the zero mode of the spherical membrane and for all of the wave numbers of the planar membrane. This result is in contrast with the higher modes ($l \geq 1$) of the spherical membrane. Thus, for a small system, the effect of the dynamics of bulk remains only for the zero mode of the spherical membrane. The physical picture of this result is that, an inhomogeneous concentration associated with the higher-order modes is suppressed in a small system, while in the planar membrane, inhomogeneity in the plane may exist independently of the direction perpendicular to the membrane.

![Effects of bulk in the models.\
(**A, B**) Schematic illustration of a closed membrane with the radius *R* (**A**) and a planar membrane with the height *H*(**B**). Membrane-bound proteins are denoted by dark green color, while bulk proteins are shown in light green. (**C, D**) The log-log (**C**) and log-linear (**D**) plots of $i_{l}\left( R/\xi \right)/i_{l}^{'}\left( R/\xi \right)$ as a function of $R/\xi$. The homogeneous mode ($l = 0$, black) and the two lowest inhomogeneous modes ($l = 1$, blue, and $l = 2$, red) are shown as solid lines. The corresponding term in the planar membrane, $\cosh\left( H/\xi \right)/\sinh\left( H/\xi \right)$ as a function of $H/\xi$, is shown as a dashed line.](elife-44591-fig7){#fig7}

Excitability may occur in the planar membrane {#s2-8}
---------------------------------------------

Our numerical simulations suggested that the robustness against MinE localization is stronger than that predicted by the linear stability analysis ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). One possible reason is that the wave generation is dependent on initial perturbation of the concentration fields due to the excitability of the system. The homogeneous stationary state is linearly stable but responds largely against finite perturbation ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, the instability of the planar membrane starts from a core of wave emergence rather than from uniform oscillation on the planar membrane, as observed in a previous study ([@bib33]).

![Excitability of Min waves on the planar membranes.\
(**A**) Trajectory of the concentrations of membrane proteins in $\left( {c_{d},c_{de},c_{e}} \right)$ coordinates starting from the initial condition slightly shifted from the homogeneous stationary state at $\mathfrak{D}_{0}$ = 0.5, $\varepsilon_{0}$ = 0.8 and $c_{e,0} = 0.07$. (**B**) Trajectory near the stationary state in the $\left( {c_{d},c_{de}} \right)$ plane on aplanar membrane ($H = 256$, red) and on a closed membrane ($R = 5$, black). (**C**) A propagating pulse in a one-dimensional membrane surrounded by a two-dimensional bulk. (**D**) A propagating band and a spiral wave in a two-dimensional planar membrane underneath the three-dimensional bulk. Initially, an isolated band is prepared and allowed to propagate, before being cut at $t = 22.5$ to make a spiral wave.\
10.7554/eLife.44591.029Figure 8---source data 1.Numerical data of [Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-44591-fig8){#fig8}

To investigate excitability of the planar membrane under Model II, we first studied the dynamics of the concentrations of membrane-bound proteins without diffusion on the membrane; namely, the bulk concentration was one dimension, and the membrane concentration was zero dimension. At $c_{e,0} = 0.07$ in which the homogeneous stationary state was linearly stable, an initial condition of $c_{d}$ was shifted from the value at the stationary state $\left( {c_{d}^{*},c_{de}^{*},c_{e}^{*}} \right) = \left( {\text{0.0105},0.0750,0.0708} \right)$, while $c_{de}\left( t = 0 \right) = c_{de}^{*}$ and $c_{e}\left( t = 0 \right) = c_{e}^{*}$. When the deviation, $\delta c_{d} = c_{d}\left( t = 0 \right) - c_{d}^{*}$, was small, the system quickly returns to the stationary state. When $\delta c_{d} > 0.075$, the system initially went away from the stationary state and exhibited a completely different trajectory ([Figure 8A and B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). This behavior suggests that the system is excitable, it is stable against a small perturbation but has a large response to a perturbation above a particular threshold. In contrast with the planar membrane, the closed membrane did not show excitability ([Figure 8B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), and this system quickly relaxed to its stationary state without traveling in a large path. It is known that excitable systems may exhibit dissipative solitary pulses propagating in one direction with fixed speed, and spiral and turbulent waves in two dimensions ([@bib27]; [@bib4]). In fact, Model II demonstrated a propagating solitary wave when the initial condition was chosen appropriately in one- ([Figure 8C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) and two-dimensional ([Figure 8D](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) membranes. A spiral wave was obtained by cutting a solitary band in the two-dimensional membrane ([Figure 8D](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), a phenomenon which has also been observed in other excitable systems ([@bib51]).

Early stage of Min wave emergence in microdroplets {#s2-9}
--------------------------------------------------

Finally, we analyzed the early stage of Min wave emergence in micro-sized space ([Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [Video 9](#video9){ref-type="video"}). For small microdroplets that only show a single wave inside, time-lapse imaging of Min proteins showed that pulsing between the cytosolic parts and the membrane surface is the initial stage of Min wave emergence, similar to observations reported previously ([@bib57]). However, our imaging demonstrated that the pulsing pattern transforms to pole-to-pole oscillation, and then, settles into traveling waves. This transition of wave patterns is not specific to wet experiments but can be recapitulated by our computational simulation ([Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [Video 8](#video8){ref-type="video"}). The introduction or reduction of stochastic noises to the simulation did not change the results, indicating that this transition proceeds in a deterministic manner; namely, wave instability underlying reaction-diffusion coupling is the only driving force that leads to the emergence of Min waves in the cell-sized space.

![Early stages of Min wave emergence inside microdroplets and on 2D membranes.\
Transition of patterns from pulsing during the initial stage of wave emergence to the formation of a stable traveling wave. Kymographs of sfGFP-MinD in the membranes and inner media of droplets obtained by experiments (top) and numerical simulation without noise (bottom) are shown.](elife-44591-fig9){#fig9}

###### The initial stages of the emergence of MinD single waves in lipids droplets.

10.7554/eLife.44591.031

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Conditions for Min wave appearance have been regarded as being the same for open systems, such as on 2D planar membranes, and for closed geometry, as experienced in a fully confined cell-sized space. In this study, we show that the conditions for Min wave appearance are limited in closed cell-sized space as compared with those on a 2D planar membrane. From experiments and simulation, we have shown that the rate of spontaneous localization of MinE is an important factor in determining the generation of Min waves in cell-sized closed spaces..

Owing to the large surface-area-to-volume in the cell-sized space, localization to the membrane (even for weak interactions) becomes more prominent than it is in the planar membrane system. Spontaneous localization of MinE on membranes works in an inhibitory manner with respect to the generation of Min waves, but it is suppressed in the presence of a protein crowder, such as BSA or cell extract, resulting in the generation of Min waves. This effect is observed at a relatively low concentration (cell extract; 1 mg/mL, BSA; 10 mg/mL) relative to the effect of crowding in the cytoplasm of living cells (100--300 mg/mL equivalent) and is not observed with synthetic polymers such as PEG8000 and Ficoll70. Hence, BSA and cell extract are considered to modify the interaction between MinE and membranes, and the mechanism is different from a major effect of crowding, increase of viscosity.

Because a previous report has indicated that BSA at high concentration (\>10 mg/mL) attaches to the lipid membrane ([@bib44]), and as several proteins in cell extract are assumed to interact with such membranes, a plausible explanation of the effect of the protein crowders is competitive inhibition. To match this assumption, tuning lipids conditions to reduce spontaneous MinE attachment on membranes ([Figure 3F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) seems to be important for the generation of Min waves without aid from auxiliary molecules, as reported previously ([@bib57]; [@bib32]). Although estimation of the exact strength of interaction between MinE and membranes in the cell-sized space is important for understanding the details of the spontaneous membrane binding of MinE, we failed to achieve this because of the technical difficulties. However, the level is assumed to be weak from a previous study using 2D planar membranes (1/100 of the strength of MinD binding) ([@bib49]).

Recent studies have suggested that the conformation of MinE is in equilibrium between a free state of membrane targeting sequences (MTS) at the N-terminal (open conformation) and a packed structure (closed conformation). Open conformation preferably binds membranes, and several MinE mutants shift this equilibrium to the open state ([@bib40]; [@bib7]). Thus, another possible mechanism to suppress the membrane attachment of MinE on membranes is regulation of the open-closed equilibrium state by excluded volume or other effects that we did not consider. This point will be clarified by analyzing the open-closed equilibrium state of MinE in a similar manner to that used in a previous study ([@bib40]) in the presence of protein crowders.

Our computational simulations showed that Min wave emergence depends on membrane MinE accumulation and membrane size ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Cell-sized space stabilized the homogenous state ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), and therefore, Min waves, which are inhomogeneous oscillations in space, emerge instead of homogeneous oscillations. By contrast, for the planar membrane, the wave robustly appears despite the increase of the spontaneous MinE binding. Our simulation results suggest that this robustness is explained by the two mechanisms: coupling between the membrane and bulk dynamics, and the excitability of the system. If the system is excitable, the homogeneous stationary state is linearly stable, but responds strongly to finite perturbation ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). We stress that excitability occurs only in the planar membrane because in a closed small membrane, any large change in the local membrane concentrations during an excitable wave inevitably changes the bulk concentrations. Although our simulation suggests that the effects of excitability are stronger than space size effects, it remains to be determined whether or not the excitability shown by this Min wave is model independent. This question would be clarified by investigation of the wave generation under controlled initial conditions in further experiments.

Recent in vitro reconstitution studies have demonstrated that biosystems in cell-sized spaces show characteristic features of those biosystems that are not found in test tubes. For example, a cell-sized space enhances the formation of the actomyosin ring ([@bib38]), affects aqueous phase separation ([@bib52]; [@bib53]), and confers scaling properties on spindle shapes ([@bib13]). Although these studies have determined that space size is a cue to change the behaviors of biosystems, the biochemical parameters and mechanisms underlying these behaviors have been assumed to be equal irrespective of space sizes. Our present study provides evidence that cell-sized space shifts the equilibrium of the membrane binding of proteins, and changes the conditions that allow the generation and stability of iRD waves from those seen in 2D planer membranes. As theoretical analysis of Min wave behaviors have indicated, the control of wave generation and stability by cell-sized confinement are expected to be universal features among iRD waves. Furthermore, equilibrium shifts in protein localization resulting from surface-to-volume effects should be universal among biosystems because maximum attachment levels and total amounts of the factor explained the shift. These points will be elucidated by in vitro reconstitution of other iRD systems ([@bib1]; [@bib14]; [@bib2]; [@bib25]).

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Expression and purification of MinD and its mutant {#s4-1}
--------------------------------------------------

In this study, all *Escherichia coli* cells were cultivated in LB medium. To construct pET15b-MinD, the MinD gene was cloned from the *E. coli* MG1655 genome by PCR into pET15b (Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) by Gibson assembly (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). To construct pET15-sfGFP-minD, the sfGFP gene was amplified from pET29-sfGFP ([@bib10]) by PCR and cloned into MinD gene by Gibson assembly. It is transcribed to insert amino acids into the N-terminal of MinD. To construct pET15-sfGFP-MinD^D40A^Δ10, the D40A mutation, which results in the adeletion of the C-terminal 10 amino acids of the MinD protein, were introduced into pET15-sfGFP-minD by using the PrimeSTAR Max mutagenesis protocol (TaKaRa, Shiga, Japan). Similarly, the K11A mutation was introduced into the pET15-sfGFP-minD construct in order to produce pET15-sfGFP-MinD^K11A^. *E. coli* BL21-CodonPlus(DE3)-RIPL (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) cells were transformed with the resultant plasmids.

Protein expression was induced by 1 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) at OD~600~ = 0.1--0.2 and further cultivation at 37°C for 3 to 4 hr. The cells were collected by centrifugation and suspended in LS buffer \[50 mM NaH~2~PO~4~ (pH 7.6), 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF)\] with 0.2 mM ADP-Mg. The collected cells were disrupted by sonication using a Sonifier250 (Branson, Danbury, CT, USA), and the supernatant of the crude extract was fractionated by centrifugation at 20,000 g at 4°C for 30 min. To purify His-tagged proteins, the crude extracts mixed with cOmplete His-Tag purification resin (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) were loaded onto a polyprep chromatography column (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA), and washed with 25 mL WS buffer \[50 mM NaH~2~PO~4~ (pH 7.6), 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole, 10% glycerol, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 0.1 mM PMSF\]. His-tagged proteins were eluted with EL buffer \[50 mM NaH~2~PO~4~ (pH 7.6), 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole, 10% glycerol, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 0.1 mM PMSF\]. EL buffer was exchanged with storage buffer \[50 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.6), 150 mM GluK, 10% glycerol, 0.1 mM EDTA\] with 0.2 mM ADP-Mg by ultrafiltration using AmiconUltra-15 10 k and AmiconUltra-0.5 30 k filters (Merck Millipore).

For pull-down assay, His-sfGFP-MinD^D40A^Δ10 was treated with thrombin (Wako, Osaka Japan) in the storage buffer at 4°C overnight. Then, the cleaved His-Tag (2 kDa) was removed from the sfGFP-MinD^D40A^Δ10 (55 kDa) solution by ultrafiltration using AmiconUltra-0.5 50 k filters (Merck Millipore). Proteins in the storage buffer were stored at −80°C. Protein purity and concentrations were estimated by Comassie Brilliant Blue (CBB) staining after separating by sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay.

Expression and purification of MinE {#s4-2}
-----------------------------------

To construct pET29-minE-His and pET29-minE-mCherry-His, MinE and mCherry genes were amplified from the *E. coli* K12 MG1655 genome and the pET21b-RL027A plasmid (Addgene, Cambridge, MA, USA), respectively, and were cloned into pET29a (Merck Millipore) by Gibson assembly. The 6xHis-tag at the C-terminal of MinE or mCherry was attached by PCR. *E. coli* BL21-CodonPlus(DE3) RIPL cells were transformed with the resultant plasmids.

Proteins were expressed after induction by 1 mM IPTG at OD~600~ = 0.1--0.2 and further cultivation at 37°C for 3 to 4 hr (pET29-minE-His) or at 16°C for 12 hr (pET29-minE-mCherry-His). Cells were collected by centrifugation, resuspended in LS buffer, and purified using the protocol described for MinD. The elution fraction of MinE-mCherry-His diluted 5- to 10-fold with HG buffer (50 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.6, 10% glycerol, and 0.1 mM EDTA\] was further purified by using HiTrap Q HP column (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA) and AKTA start (GE Healthcare). Briefly, the diluted fraction was loaded onto the column equilibrated with buffer A \[50 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.6), 50 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 0.1 mM EDTA\], and washed using the same buffer. Proteins were eluted using the IEX protocol of AKTA start using buffer A and buffer B \[50 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.6), 1 M NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 0.1 mM EDTA\]. Peak fractions monitored by SDS-PAGE were collected and exchanged with the storage buffer using AmiconUltra-15 10 k and AmiconUltra-0.5 10 k filters (Merck Millipore). Samples were stored at −80°C, and protein purity and concentrations were estimated by CBB staining after separation by SDS-PAGE and BCA assay. In the case of MinE-mCherry-His, concentrations were estimated by quantitative CBB staining using Fiji software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) to avoid signal contamination from mCherry absorbance.

Expression and purification of sfGFP-MinC {#s4-3}
-----------------------------------------

The MinC gene and sfGFP gene were amplified and cloned into the pET15b vector using the the same procedure that was used for MinD. *E. coli* BL21-CodonPlus(DE3)-RIPL cells were transformed with the resultant plasmid. IPTG was added at OD~600~ = 0.1--0.2 to 1 mM, and cells were further cultivated at 16°C overnight. The protocols for the purification, storage, and quantification of His-sfGFP-MinC were the same as those used for MinD except that no ADP-Mg was added.

Preparation of *E. coli* cell extract {#s4-4}
-------------------------------------

*E. coli* BL21-CodonPlus(DE3)-RIPL cells were cultured in LB medium at 37°C. Cells at OD~600~ = 0.7 were collected by centrifugation and suspended in LSE buffer \[25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), 250 mM NaCl, and 10 mM GluMg\]. Then, cells were disrupted by sonication using the Sonifier250, and the supernatant of the crude extract after centrifugation at 30,000 g for 30 min at 4°C was collected as cell extract. To remove genome DNA and RNA, cell extract was incubated at 37°C for 30 min. The supernatant after centrifugation at 30,000 g for 30 min at 4°C was exchanged with the RE buffer \[25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), 150 mM GluK and 5 mM GluMg\] using AmiconUltra-15 3 k and AmiconUltra-0.5 3 k filters (Merck Millipore). The sample was stored at −80°C, and protein concentration was estimated by BCA assay. Concentrations of total RNA, includingribosomal RNA, tRNA, and mRNA, were estimated by 260 nm absorbance. Macromolecule concentrations were determined by the summation of protein and RNA concentration ([@bib11]).

Preparation of supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) on a mica layer {#s4-5}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The general protocol from a previous report ([@bib48]) was followed. *E. coli* polar lipid extract (Avanti, Alabaster, AL, USA) in chloroform at 25 mg/mL was dried by argon gas flow. The lipid film was further dried in a desiccator for at least 30 min at room temperature, followed by resuspension in TKG150 buffer \[25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6) and 150 mM GluK\] to a lipid concentration of 5 mg/mL and then gentle hydration at 23°C for at least 1 hr. The lipid solution was then vortexed for 1 min and sonicated using the Sonifier250 for 10--15 min (Duty10%, Output1) to obtain small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs). The SUV solution was diluted to 2 mg/mL with TKG150 buffer, and CaCl~2~ was added to a final concentration of 0.1 mM. This solution was applied to a thin mica layer mounted on the bottom of a glass base dish (Iwaki, Tokyo, Japan). After a 1 hr incubation at 37°C, excess SUVs were washed with RE buffer.

Self-organization assay for Min proteins on SLBs {#s4-6}
------------------------------------------------

For the self-organization assay, a reaction mixture containing 2.5 mM ATP, 1 µM His-sfGFP-MinD, and 1 µM MinE-mCherry-His in RE buffer was added to the SLBs, followed by incubation at room temperature for 10 min prior to microscopic observation. Self-organization of Min proteins was observed using a fluorescent microscope (Axiovert 200M; Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with a CMOS camera using an ORCA-Flash4.0 V2 (Hamamatsu Photonics, Shizuoka, Japan) or a confocal laser-scanning microscope FV1000 (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Self-organization assay inside lipid droplets {#s4-7}
---------------------------------------------

The general protocol for microdroplets preparation was followed according to a previous report ([@bib12]). *E. coli* polar lipid extract (Avanti) in chloroform at 25 mg/mL was dried by argon gas flow and dissolved in mineral oil (Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto, Japan) to 1 mg/mL in glass tubes. The lipid mixture was then sonicated for 90 min at 60°C using Bransonic (Branson). For preparation of the modified lipid mixture, 15% of 10 mg/mL *E. coil* cardiolipin (CA) (Avanti) and 85% of 10 mg/mL 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) (Avanti) dissolved in chloroform were mixed and microdroplets were prepared as the same way as for *E. coli* polar lipid extract. For the self-organization assay, the reaction mixture consisted of 1 µM His-sfGFP-MinD, 1 µM MinE-mCherry-His, 2.5 mM ATP, and macromolecules \[BSA of Cohn Fraction V (A6003, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), *E. coli* cell extract, Ficoll70 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA), or PEG8000 (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) in RE buffer\]. In the case of the MinC assay, 1 µM His-MinD, 1 µM MinE-His, and 0.3 µM His-sfGFP-MinC were used. Concentrations of BSA and *E. coli* cell extract were varied to evaluate the concentration dependence of Min waves. To avoid depletion of ATP due to the presence of endogenous enzymes in the *E. coli* cell extract, 80 mM creatine phosphate and 0.4 mg/mL creatine kinase were added for the assay using cell extract. The reaction mixture (2 μL) was added to the lipid mixture (100 μL), and lipids microdroplets were obtained by emulsification with tapping. A portion of the mixture (15 µL) was gently placed into two glass coverslip slits with a double-sided tape as spacers. Self-organization of Min proteins inside the droplets was observed using the same equipment described for SLBs.

Diffusion analysis {#s4-8}
------------------

A confocal laser-scanning microscope was used (FV1200; Olympus) for analysis of the diffusion of sfGFP in cytosolic parts and of His-sfGFP-MinD on membranes in BSA solution entrapped inside microdroplets covered with *E. coli* polar lipids. The diffusion coefficient of sfGFP in 0 mg/mL, 50 mg/mL, 100 mg/mL, 200 mg/mL, and 300 mg/mL of BSA in RE buffer was measured by the standard protocol for Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy of FV1200. The diffusion coefficients of His-sfGFP-MinD (1 μM) and MinE-mCherry-His (1 μM) on membranes with or without 100 mg/mL of BSA in RE buffer were measured by fluorescence recovery after photo-bleaching (FRAP) using tornado bleaching of a circular area with \~1 μm diameter. The recovery intensity as a function of time was converted to the diffusion coefficients using the FRAP protocol of FV1200.

Pull-down assay {#s4-9}
---------------

The mixture of 9 µM MinE-mCherry-His, 3 µM His-sfGFP-MinD, or 6 µM MinD mutant treated by thrombin (MinD^D40A^Δ10), and 3 µM BSA were applied to cOmplete His-Tag purification resin and incubated in RE buffer for 30 min at room temperature. Each mixture with resin was loaded into Micro Bio-Spin chromatography columns (Bio-Rad). Then, flow-thorough fraction was separated and collected by a tabletop centrifuge. After washing the resin by 500 µL RE buffer with 20 mM imidazole for 3--5 times, elution fraction was obtained by 50 µL RE buffer with 250 mM imidazole. Proteins in each fraction were separated by SDS-PAGE and visualized by CBB staining.

Evaluation of c/m ratio {#s4-10}
-----------------------

Preparation of lipid droplets and glass coverslips for observation were performed using the same procedure as was used for the self-organization assay inside lipid droplets. To analyze the localization (c/m) of MinE, various concentrations of MinE-mCherry-His were mixed with BSA. For the analysis using *E. coli* cell extract, Ficoll70 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA) or PEG8000 (Promega, Madison, WI, USA), 1 µM MinE-mCherry-His was used. Then, the mixture was entrapped inside microdroplets of *E. coli* polar lipids. To analyze the localization of other proteins, 1 µM sfGFP-MinD with or without 50 mg/mL BSA, 1 µM sfGFP, or 5 µM BSA-FITC (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) with 5 µM BSA were used. The membrane localization of each protein was observed using a confocal laser-scanning microscope FV1000 (Olympus). All analyses of obtained images were carried out using Fiji software. A center line of a droplet was manually drawn, and then the intensity of each pixel along that line was obtained. The membrane intensities (m) were determined as the higher intensity of two membrane edge peaks. The cytosol intensities (c) were determined as the average intensity of 10 pixels around the pixel at the center position between two edge peaks. To evaluate the effects of macromolecules (Ficoll70, and PEG8000) and the modified lipid condition (85% of DOPC and 15% cardiolipin) in [Figure 3F, c/m](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} ratio was determined as the average from 10 individual droplets of 10--30 µm in diameter.

Numerical simulations {#s4-11}
---------------------

The partial differential equations in Model I ([Equations 12 and 16](#equ12 equ16){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and Model II ([Equations 19 and 24](#equ19 equ24){ref-type="disp-formula"}) were solved either using the commercial software of the Finite Element method, COMSOL, or using custom codes of the pseudo-spectral method in the spherical coordinates $\left( r,\theta,\varphi \right)$ for the closed membrane and Cartesian coordinates $\left( x,y,z \right)$ for the planar membrane. Both methods reproduce waves in the planar membrane and in the closed membrane. In the pseudo-spectral method for the closed membrane of a spherical shape, all the concentration fields in bulks such as $c_{D}$ and on a membrane such as $c_{d}$ are expanded in terms of spherical harmonics, $Y_{l}^{m}\left( \theta,\varphi \right)$:$$c_{D}\left( {r,\theta,\varphi,t} \right) = \sum\limits_{l = 0}^{l_{\max}}\sum\limits_{m = - l}^{l}c_{D,lm}\left( {r,t} \right)Y_{l}^{m}\left( {\theta,\varphi} \right)$$$$c_{d}\left( {\theta,\varphi,t} \right) = \sum\limits_{l = 0}^{l_{\max}}\sum\limits_{m = - l}^{l}c_{d,lm}\left( t \right)Y_{l}^{m}\left( {\theta,\varphi} \right).$$

The model was then translated into a set of ordinary differential equations to obtain membrane concentrations $\left( c_{d},c_{de},c_{e} \right)$ and one-dimensional partial differential equations (time, $t$, and the radial direction, $r$) for the bulk concentrations $\left( c_{D},c_{E} \right)$. In total, we solved $\left( {l_{\max} + 1} \right)^{2}$ equations for each variable where the truncation of the mode was chosen as $l_{\max} = 16$. The results were independent of the increase in the value.

Inhomogeneity of the concentration field on the membrane was expressed by the amplitude of each mode denoted by $l$. The amplitude is expressed by a rotationally invariant form using the expansion coefficients in [Equation 7,](#equ7){ref-type="disp-formula"} with all $m \in \left\lbrack {- l,l} \right\rbrack$. For example, the uniform distribution of MinD on the membrane was expressed by the $l = 0$ mode and its norm $\sqrt{c_{d,00}^{2}}$, while the first mode ($l = 1$) corresponds to the inhomogeneous concentration field of a single wave, which is characterized by the norm $\sqrt{c_{d,1,0}^{2} - c_{d,1, - 1}c_{d,1,1}}$.

The parameters were set as $\omega_{D} = 0.1$, $\omega_{dD} = 5.0$, $\omega_{E} = 0.1$, $D = 100$, and $\omega_{ed} = 100$ in the non-dimensional unit (see Appendix 2). If we choose $\omega_{e} = 0.2$\[1/sec\], $D_{d} = 0.2$\[μm^2^/sec\], and the units of concentrations in the cytosol and on the membrane to be 10^3^\[1/μm^3^\] and 10^3^\[1/μm^2^\], respectively, then, our choice of the parameters implies $\omega_{D} = 0.02$ \[μm/sec\], $\omega_{dD} = 10^{- 3}$ \[μm^3^/sec\], $\omega_{E} = 2 \times 10^{- 5}$ \[μm^3^/sec\], $D = 20$ \[μm^2^/sec\], and $\omega_{ed} = 2 \times 10^{- 2}$ \[μm^2^/sec\]. MinE localization at the membrane was modeled by the term $c_{e,0}$. When BSA was added, we set smaller $c_{e,\text{0}}$, whereas without BSA, we set $c_{e,\text{0}} > 0$. Note that when $c_{e,\text{0}} = 0$, all MinE molecules are in bulk $c_{e} = 0$ without MinD, while the membrane is filled by MinD, that is $c_{d} = 1$, without MinE.

For the planar membrane in the $\mathbf{x} = \left( x,y \right)$ plane, the concentration fields are expanded with the wave vector, $\mathbf{k}$, such as$$c_{D}\left( {h,\mathbf{x},t} \right) = \int_{\mathbf{k}}c_{D,\mathbf{k}}\left( {z,t} \right)e^{i\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{x}}{\ and}$$$$c_{d}\left( {\mathbf{x},t} \right) = \int_{\mathbf{k}}c_{d,\mathbf{k}}\left( t \right)e^{i\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{x}},$$with the wave-number-dependent expansion coefficients $c_{d,k}\left( t \right)$ on the membrane and $c_{D,k}\left( z,t \right)$ in the bulk cytosol. Here, the amplitude of the wave vector is denoted by the wave number, $k = \left| \mathbf{k} \right|$. We may use the pseudo-spectral method, and solve the fields in the direction of the height, $z$, in real space, and the fields in the direction of the plane, $\left( x,y \right)$, in Fourier space. The amplitude of a wave of MinD on the membrane is given by the absolute value of the complex number of the expansion coefficient $\left| c_{d,k} \right|$.

Stability analysis of the theoretical models {#s4-12}
--------------------------------------------

We performed linear-stability analysis on the models. First, we calculated the stationary uniform solutions of the equations by setting time and spatial derivatives along the direction on the membrane to zero, and denoted these solutions by superscript '\*\'. [Equations 12 and 16](#equ12 equ16){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the boundary conditions \[[Equations 17 and 18](#equ17 equ18){ref-type="disp-formula"}\] were then linearized around the stationary uniform solution, such as $c = c^{*} + \delta c$. The eigenvalues, $\sigma$, are obtained by plugging $\delta c\left( t \right) = \delta ce^{\sigma t}$ into the linearized quations ([@bib41]; [@bib15]). The partial differential equations for the bulk dynamics were solved and the boundary conditions were translated into linear relationship between membrane and bulk concentrations. The set of the linearized equations for the concentration fields, for example $\mathbf{\Psi} = \left( {c_{d},c_{de},c_{e},c_{D},c_{E}} \right)$ in Model I, is expressed by a matrix form as$$\sigma\mathbf{I}_{s} \cdot \delta\mathbf{\Psi} = \mathbf{\Lambda}_{l} \cdot \delta\mathbf{\Psi},$$where the $5 \times 5$ matrix $\mathbf{\Lambda}_{l}$ has five eigenvalues depending on the mode $l$ (but not on $m$) of spherical harmonics for the closed membrane. Here, $\mathbf{I}_{s}$ shows the dynamics on the membrane and is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are one only for the membrane concentrations and 0 otherwise, for example in Model I $\left( {1,1,1,0,0} \right)$. The concentration in bulk in $\mathbf{\Psi}$ is interpreted as the concentration near the membrane, such that $c_{D}\left( R,\theta,\varphi \right)$ for the closed membrane and $c_{D}\left( x,y,0 \right)$ for the planar membrane. For the planar membrane, the matrix is dependent on the wave number $k$ and is denoted by $\mathbf{\Lambda}_{k}$. When the real part of the eigenvalue is positive, that is ${Re}\Lambda_{l} > 0$ for $l \neq 0$, the uniform state is unstable, and an inhomogeneous pattern appears. In addition, when the imaginary part is non-zero, the frequency becomes finite and either standing or rotating waves appear. In Model II, the same analysis was performed for the concentration fields denoted by $\mathbf{\Psi} = \left( {c_{d},c_{de},c_{e},c_{DT} + c_{DD},c_{DD},c_{E}} \right)$ and the $6 \times 6$ matrix $\mathbf{\Lambda}_{l}$ in ([Equation 11](#equ11){ref-type="disp-formula"}).
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Theoretical analysis of the Min systems of closed and planar membranes {#s8}
======================================================================

Before explaining the theoretical models in this study in Appendix 2 and 3, we summarize current theoretical understanding of Min wave generation. Spontaneous generation of waves, observed in experiments, have been studied as wave instability in reaction-diffusion equations. This approach was first proposed by Alan Turing as an extension of static Turing instability ([@bib47]). In contrast to the static instability realized by a minimum of two components, wave instability requires three components. Although the instability can be evaluated by the linear stability analysis, physical intuition of the wave instability is not as obvious as static Turing instability. Therefore, several mechanisms have been proposed: first, homogeneous oscillation in a two-component system is suppressed by a third component ([@bib16]); second, a static inhomogeneous pattern generated by two-component Turing instability becomes oscillatory due to a third component ([@bib39]); and, third, oscillatory instability occurs in eigenmodes that are associated with conserved quantities ([@bib29]).

Despite these hypotheses, a clear mechanism of wave generation within the Min system still remains under debate due to the complexity of reaction couplings, and here is also a lack of understanding about how the mixture of different spatial dimensions (membrane and cytosol) plays a role. The Min systems have two representative geometries: one is the closed membrane ([Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), which we focused in this study, and the second is the open planar membrane ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In both systems, MinD and MinE proteins are distributed on the two-dimensional membrane and in the three-dimensional bulk cytosol.

Recent theoretical studies have focused on realistic computational simulations to reveal the mechanism of Min waves. These studies are based on partial differential equations of reaction-diffusion models ([@bib22]; [@bib37]; [@bib24]; [@bib26]; [@bib18]; [@bib5]; [@bib29]; [@bib7]; [@bib20]) or particle-based stochastic models ([@bib9]; [@bib28]; [@bib3]; [@bib21]). The stochastic model is based on the model proposed by [@bib24]. At an early stage of the modeling, the geometry of the Min system was neglected, such that all of the concentration fields, both on the membrane and in the bulk cytosol, were defined in the same dimensions ([@bib37]; [@bib22]). Recently, the coupling between the dynamics of membrane and bulk have been investigated. Among these models, only two approaches have successfully reported the reproduction of the Min wave generation on both the planar and closed membranes, including the effect of Min proteins in the cytosol. One approach is to include the transformation from ADP-MinD to ATP-MinD ([@bib24]), and the second is to include the formation of a MinDE complex from membrane-bound MinD and MinE, resulting in persistent MinE membrane binding ([@bib5]). In both models, the Min wave occurs in the planar membrane ([@bib5]; [@bib20]). The wave on the closed membrane requires a specific initial condition, stochasticity ([@bib9]) or ellipsoidal shape ([@bib18]), when the model proposed by [@bib24] is used, whereas the wave occurs without these effects in [@bib5]. The two approaches show different dependence of the stability of the waves on total MinD and MinE concentrations, and other parameters.

10.7554/eLife.44591.034

Theoretical model I {#s9}
===================

In Model I, MinD and MinE concentrations inside a spherical membrane with radius $R$, or in the rectangular bulk with its height $H$, were denoted by *c*~D~ and *c*~E~, respectively (see [Figure 7A and B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Concentrations of MinD, MinE, and their complex (MinDE) bound to a membrane were denoted by *c*~d~, *c*~e~, and *c*~de~, respectively (see [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). The total MinD and MinE concentrations are denoted by $\mathfrak{D}_{0} = c_{D} + \alpha(c_{d} + c_{de})$ and $\varepsilon_{0} = c_{E} + \alpha(c_{de} + c_{e})$, respectively. We denote the characteristic concentrations on the membrane and in the cytosol as $c_{s}$ and $c_{b}$, respectively, and we express all of the concentration fields in the unit of these characteristic concentrations. Here, $\alpha$ demonstrates an effect of confinement. Its concrete form is dependent on the geometry of the system, but, in the current model for a spherical closed membrane, $\alpha = 3c_{s}/\left( {c_{b}R} \right)$. For the planar membrane, it is associated with the height $H$ of the system as $\alpha = c_{s}/\left( {c_{b}H} \right)$.

Chemical reactions are schematically shown in [Figure 5---figure supplement 1A](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}. Each reaction shows a rate, $\omega$, specified by its subscript. The diffusion constants of proteins bound to the membrane were denoted by $D_{d}$, $D_{e}$, and $D_{de}$, whereas the bulk diffusion of unbound proteins was denoted by the diffusion constants $D_{D}$ and $D_{E}$. We assumed the same diffusion constants for MinD and MinE in bulk represented by *D*. We also assumed the same diffusion constants for $D_{d}$, $D_{e}$, and $D_{de}$ on the membrane. The latter diffusion constant was chosen to be unity without loss of generality. In comparison to the original work in [@bib5], the unbinding process was approximated as $\omega_{de,m} = \omega_{de} \approx \omega_{e}$, and $\omega_{de,c} = 0$. We defined the unit time scale as $\tau_{0} = 1/\omega_{e}$ and the unit length scale as $l_{0} = \sqrt{D_{d}/\omega_{e}}$. The concentration fields on the membrane were normalized by the characteristic concentration on the membrane, *c*~s~, which is chosen to be the maximum concentration on the membrane, *c*~max~, in the presence of the saturation effect (Model I). The model is given by the following:

Model I$$\partial_{t}c_{D} = D\Delta c_{D}$$$$\partial_{t}c_{E} = D\Delta c_{E}$$$$\partial_{t}c_{d} = \Delta_{s}c_{d} + c_{D}\left( {\omega_{D} + \omega_{dD}c_{d}} \right)\left( {1 - c_{d} - c_{de}} \right) - \omega_{E}c_{E}c_{d} - \omega_{ed}c_{e}c_{d}$$$$\partial_{t}c_{de} = \Delta_{s}c_{de} + \omega_{E}c_{E}c_{d} + \omega_{ed}c_{e}c_{d} - c_{de}$$$$\partial_{t}c_{e} = \Delta_{s}c_{e} + c_{de} - \omega_{ed}c_{e}c_{d} - \left( {c_{e} - c_{e,0}} \right).$$

Here, Δ and Δ~s~ denote the Laplacian operator in three-dimensional bulk space and the Laplace-Bertrami operator on the two-dimensional surface, respectively. The boundary conditions of [Equation 12](#equ12){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [Equation 13](#equ13){ref-type="disp-formula"} are$$- D\nabla_{\mathbf{n}}c_{D} = c_{D}\left( {\omega_{D} + \omega_{dD}c_{d}} \right)\left( {1 - c_{d} - c_{de}} \right) - c_{de}$$$$- D\nabla_{\mathbf{n}}c_{E} = \omega_{E}c_{E}c_{d} - \left( {c_{e} - c_{e,0}} \right).$$

Here, $\nabla_{\mathbf{n}}$ is the derivative along the normal direction to the membrane. In this model, the set of concentration fields is expressed by $\Psi = \left( {c_{d},c_{de},c_{e},c_{D},c_{E}} \right)$, where the membrane concentration fields are $\psi = \left( {c_{d},c_{de},c_{e}} \right)$ and the bulk concentration fields are $\phi = \left( {c_{D},c_{E}} \right)$.

10.7554/eLife.44591.035

Theoretical model II {#s10}
====================

The effect of ATP hydrolization of MinD in bulk plays an essential role in the model proposed by [@bib24]. This model assumes that MinE is in the complex form of MinDE on the membrane. In a previous report ([@bib7]), the model is generalized to include the effect of the formation of the MinDE complex from membrane-bound MinD and MinE. We, therefore, considered the following model:

Model II$$\partial_{t}\left( {c_{DT} + c_{DD}} \right) = D\Delta\left( {c_{DT} + c_{DD}} \right)$$$$\partial_{t}c_{DD} = D\left( {\Delta - \frac{1}{\xi^{2}}} \right)c_{DD}$$$$\partial_{t}c_{E} = D\Delta c_{E}$$$$\partial_{t}c_{d} = \Delta_{s}c_{d} + c_{DT}\left( {\omega_{D} + \omega_{dD}c_{d}} \right) - \omega_{E}c_{E}c_{d} - \omega_{ed}c_{e}c_{d}$$$$\partial_{t}c_{de} = \Delta_{s}c_{de} + \omega_{E}c_{E}c_{d} + \omega_{ed}c_{e}c_{d} - c_{de}$$$$\partial_{t}c_{e} = \Delta_{s}c_{e} + c_{de} - \omega_{ed}c_{e}c_{d} - \left( {c_{e} - c_{e,0}} \right).$$

The length scale associated with ATP hydrolization is denoted by $\xi = \sqrt{D/\lambda}$, where $\lambda$ is the rate of ATP hydrolization. The boundary conditions of [Equations 19 and 21](#equ19 equ21){ref-type="disp-formula"} are:$$- D\nabla_{\mathbf{n}}\left( {c_{DT} + c_{DD}} \right) = c_{DT}\left( {\omega_{D} + \omega_{dD}c_{d}} \right) - c_{de}$$$$- D\nabla_{\mathbf{n}}c_{DD} = - c_{de}$$$$- D\nabla_{\mathbf{n}}c_{E} = \omega_{E}c_{E}c_{d} - \left( {c_{e} - c_{e,0}} \right).$$

Chemical reactions are schematically shown in [Figure 5---figure supplement 1B](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}. Except for ATP-hydrolization, this model differs from [Equations 12 and 16](#equ12 equ16){ref-type="disp-formula"} only in the saturation of the membrane-bound MinD in [Equations 22 and 25](#equ22 equ25){ref-type="disp-formula"}. As we show in the analysis in [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, this effect is not relevant in a closed membrane. In fact, when *ξ* ≳ *R*, this model reproduces waves that are similar to those in the model I, whereas when *ξ \<\< R* and *ω~ed~* \<\< 1, this model reproduces a standing wave similar to that from the initial condition in which $c_{d}$ accumulated in a semi-sphere on the membrane ([@bib24]; [@bib9]). We use the same parameters as Model I, and the additional parameter is set to be $\lambda = 1.0$. In this model, it is convenient to choose the set of concentration fields to be expressed by $\Psi = \left( {c_{d},c_{de},c_{e},c_{DT} + c_{DD},c_{DD},c_{E}} \right)$, where the membrane concentration fields are $\psi = \left( {c_{d},c_{de},c_{e}} \right)$ and the bulk concentration fields are $\phi = \left( {c_{DT} + c_{DD},c_{DD},c_{E}} \right)$.

Saturation of membrane-bound proteins does not play a role in the closed membrane {#s11}
=================================================================================

Model I differs from Model II in two respects. One is ATP hydrolysis in bulk proposed by [@bib24]. The second effect is saturation membrane-bound MinD, that is, the concentration of MinD does not exceed a certain value (one in our unit) which is given as a phenomenological parameter. This term was questioned by [@bib19], in which ATP hydrolysis in bulk caps the concentration without this term. In order to show that the saturation term is not necessary in a small system, even without ATP hydrolysis in bulk, we compare the stability analyses of Model I with and without the saturation term ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}). The results show that they are almost identical, and the same mechanism of wave instability, namely suppression of instability at the zero mode, occurs in both cases. This is because maximum concentration of MinD on the membrane is not set by the saturation term but rather by conservation law. For a larger system, this is not the case because the bulk concentrations is insensitive to the membrane concentrations due to small $\alpha$.
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Generic model and its reduction onto membrane {#s12}
=============================================

In order to give a unified expression for different models (Model I and II), we investigated a generic form of these models. We considered $n$ variables of membrane-bound proteins denoted by $\psi$ such as $\psi = \left( {c_{d},c_{de},\cdots} \right)$, and $m$ variables of bulk cytosol concentrations denoted by $\phi$ such as $\phi = \left( {c_{DD},c_{E},\cdots} \right)$. The dynamics in bulk are expressed by linear equations such as:$$\partial_{t}\phi_{i} = \left( {D\Delta - \lambda_{i}} \right)\phi_{i}.$$

The subscript denoted a specific concentration of a protein in the bulk cytosol. The dynamics of the membrane concentrations is formally written as:$$\partial_{t}\psi_{i} = F_{i}\left\lbrack {\left\{ \psi_{p} \right\}_{p \in {\lbrack{1,n}\rbrack}},\left\{ \phi_{q} \right\}_{q \in {\lbrack{1,m}\rbrack}}} \right\rbrack + \Delta_{s}\psi_{i},$$where the first term on the right-hand side expresses biochemical reactions. The boundary conditions are, in general, nonlinear, but they are rewritten as:$$D\nabla_{\mathbf{n}}\phi_{i} = p_{ij}\psi_{j} + q_{ij}\partial_{t}\psi_{j} - r_{ij}\Delta_{s}\psi_{j}.$$

The matrices, $\mathbf{p}$, $\mathbf{q}$, and $\mathbf{r}$, are specified by each model. A homogeneous stationary solution is obtain by $F_{i}\left\lbrack {\psi^{*},\phi^{*}} \right\rbrack = 0$ together with conservation law of MinD and MinE.

The concentration fields in the linearized equation are expanded with spherical harmonics ([Equation 8](#equ8){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for the closed membrane or with wave vectors $\mathbf{k}$ ([Equation 10](#equ10){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for the planar membrane. Using the eigenvalues, the concentration fields are expressed as $\psi\left( t \right) = \psi^{*} + \delta\psi e^{\sigma t}$ on the membrane and as $\phi\left( t \right) = \phi^{*} + \delta\phi e^{\sigma t}$ in bulk. We can solve [Equation 28](#equ28){ref-type="disp-formula"} together with the boundary conditions ([Equation 30](#equ30){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Then the linearized equation on the membrane is expressed as:$$\sigma\delta\psi_{lm,i} = \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n}\Lambda_{l,ij}^{(0)}\delta\psi_{lm,j} + \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{m}\Gamma_{ij}\delta\phi_{lm,j}\left( R \right),$$where the $n \times n$ matrix $\mathbf{\Lambda}_{l}^{(0)}$ is expressed by$$\Lambda_{l,ij}^{(0)} = \frac{\partial F_{i}}{\partial\psi_{j}}|_{\psi = \psi^{\ast},\phi = \phi^{\ast}} - \frac{l\left( {l + 1} \right)}{R^{2}}\delta_{ij},$$and the coupling between membrane and bulk dynamics is expressed by $n \times m$ matrix $\mathbf{\Gamma}$ as$$\Gamma_{ij} = \frac{\partial F_{i}}{\partial\phi_{j}}|_{\psi = \psi^{\ast},\phi = \phi^{\ast}}.$$

For the planar membrane, the wave-number-dependent concentrations $\phi_{k}$ and $\psi_{k}$ were considered, and $\mathbf{\Lambda}_{l}^{(0)}$ and $l\left( l + 1 \right)/R^{2}$ were replaced by $\mathbf{\Lambda}_{k}^{(0)}$ and $k^{2}$, respectively. To obtain the eigenvalues, we solved the equation in which the determinant of the linear matrix in [Equation 31](#equ31){ref-type="disp-formula"} vanished (see [Equation 1](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). This is similar to [Equation 11](#equ11){ref-type="disp-formula"}, but it has a $\left( n + m \right) \times \left( n + m \right)$ matrix. The current form has only a $n \times n$ matrix, which makes the effect of confinement clearer, as shown in [Equation 1](#equ1){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Because there are two conserved quantities of this system, total MinD and MinE concentrations, there are two zero eigenvalues (zero eigenmodes) associated with them. Except for these eigenvalues, the bottom-right block of the matrix $\mathbf{\Lambda}_{l}$ associated with bulk concentrations is invertible, and thus, we may eliminate the bulk concentrations by solving the linearized equations. This argument assumes that wave instability does not occur by the eigenvalues at the finite modes connected to the zero eigenmodes. This is the case in the models studied here, and the results in [@bib20] for the planar membrane with the model proposed by [@bib24] also demonstrate that the instability at a finite wave number is not connected to the zero eigenmodes.
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*Reviewer \#1:*

In this work, the authors present a combined experimental (in vitro) and theoretical study of the pattern formation by the Min proteins of *E. coli*. Due to its simplicity and its beauty, the system has become one of the paradigmatic systems for studying protein self-organisation in cells. In spite of 20 years of research, the mechanism underlying Min-protein pattern formation is still not understood in detail. Notably, the relation between patterns observed in vivo and in vitro remains unclear. Here, the authors study the Min protein dynamics in spherical vesicles made of *E. coli* lipids in presence or absence of crowding agents. They find that the lipid composition affects the conditions for spontaneous wave emergence. Addition of BSA as a crowding agent altered conditions for the appearance of Min-protein waves. Other crowding agents (PEG8000, Ficoll70) failed to do so. These results were obtained for conditions that lead to the spontaneous emergence of traveling Min-protein waves on flat supported lipid bilayers. The authors then go on to reveal the origin of this effect and find that it depends changes of MinE\'s binding rate to the membrane. The authors infer this from the ratio of the amount of MinE bound to the membrane to that in the cytoplasm. The results of the theoretical analysis are in line with these conclusions.

I find the results interesting and think that they make a valuable contribution to our understanding of the Min system. Still I do not think that the manuscript can be published in its current state. Most importantly -- I am sorry to be so blunt -- it is not well written. A good impression can be gained by reading the Abstract. It is very difficult to understand and does not clearly convey the message of the work. Unfortunately, this is true for essentially the whole work. In addition to often being hard to understand, the text is also too vague. To give but one example: \"To quantify the details of MinE localization in microdroplets, we employed an index value for localization ratio (c/m) obtained by dividing quantities of MinE in cytosolic parts (c) by those on membranes (m).\" (ll. 178) How are these quantities measured? What are their units? Also the definition of the computational models does not become clear from the main text.

Finally, in my opinion, the theoretical results should take more weight in the main text.

In conclusion, I think that very thorough revisions of the manuscript are necessary to make this work acceptable for publication in *eLife*. I also think that the message would be much stronger if the authors could measure the rates of MinE membrane binding, but I acknowledge that this would require a lot more work that goes beyond what the authors aimed for here.
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Kohyama et al. generate water-in-oil emulsion droplets to encapsulate MinDE and observe pattern formation. They show that when using *E. coli* polar lipids to generate the droplets a high concentration of BSA is necessary to sustain pattern formation of MinDE. They attribute this to a crowding effect of the BSA. However, other crowding agents such as PEG or Ficoll do not have the same effect. Using a previously published protocol that uses DOPC and Cardolipin for droplet formation, the authors can also generate droplets that support pattern formation in the absence of BSA. The authors claim that the BSA changes the ability of MinE to localize to the membrane and quantify this effect under different conditions using c/m ratio (cytosolic to membrane localization of MinE).

We believe that the presented work is methodologically rigorous, but does not represent a significant advance to justify publication in *eLife*. The manuscript reproduces MinDE pattern formation in micro-sized compartments. There have been several such studies in compartments lined with SLBs (Zieske et al., 2013; Zieske et al., *eLife* 2014; Caspi and Dekker, 2016) and in droplets (Zieske et al., 2016) and in vesicles (Litschel et al., 2018).

Furthermore, we are concerned with the interpretation of the major results in the manuscript: The authors claim that crowding through BSA prevents MinE binding to the droplet interface which they show is essential for emergence of Min patterns (Figure 2D). There are several problems with this hypothesis. First, as the authors themselves show, other crowding agents like PEG8000 and Ficol70, both commonly used crowders, cannot reproduce the effect obtained with BSA, namely the occurrence of Min patterns (Figure 3D). Second, the authors show that BSA in their assay does not work as a crowder, as they show that the diffusion in solution of in this case sfGFP is only impacted by BSA at amounts higher than 100 mg/ml (Figure 2A), but MinDE reliably form patterns even at 10 mg/ml BSA (subsection "Protein crowding inhibits spontaneous localization of MinE on membranes" and "Space sizes of microdroplets changes rates of spontaneous MinE membrane localization"). Third, the authors refer to and reproduce an older publication (Zieske et al., 2016) where it has been shown that MinDE patterns emerge in droplets formed with DOPC and Cardiolipin even in the absence of BSA (Video S2). The authors do not explain why in this case MinDE can form patterns in a microsized compartment without crowding other than sloppily referring to difference in lipids (subsection "MinDE are insufficient for emerging Min waves in micro-sized space fully covered with *E. coli* polar lipid").

We believe that what the authors are looking at is that BSA patches the faulty monolayer. BSA is regularly used to passivate artificial membranes. The low amount of BSA that does not induce crowding but would efficiently passivate the monolayer interface speaks for such an interpretation of the results. As MinD in the presence of ATP always binds to the interface, we propose to use an altogether different protein, such as a soluble fluorescent protein (which the authors seemed to have done already as they show diffusion data for sfGFP), as a test for membrane integrity. Another control would be to use labelled BSA to see if it actually patches the membrane or does indeed stay in solution and act as a crowder as suggested by the authors.

*Reviewer \#3:*

The manuscript by Kohyama et al. reports a study of the impact of cell-sized confinement on Min-wave generation and stability. The study is timely as the studies on Min system in vitro were mostly done on two-dimensional planar membranes, whereas the Min system in vivo operates in a finite volume enclosed by the cell membrane. Indeed, given the very different surface area to volume ratio of 2D planar membranes compared to micron-sized cells, it is unclear if the behavior of the Min systems in the former geometry has anything to do with the behavior in the latter. To remedy this situation, the authors used an emulsification method to encapsulate MinD, MinE, and ATP in micron-sized vesicles covered with *E. coli* polar lipids. The authors found that encapsulation did not lead to Min waves, despite the use of physiological levels of MinE, MinD, and ATP. However, the authors noted that encapsulation resulted in a low ratio of \"cytosolic\" (i.e. bulk 3D) MinE to membrane-associated MinE, and hypothesized that this low c/m ratio could be responsible for suppression of Min waves. The authors then showed that the c/m ratio could be dramatically raised by addition of a protein-based crowding agent BSA and this was sufficient to induce Min waves. While the role of BSA could be via crowding, addition of alternative crowding agents (PEG8000 or Ficoll70) did not induce oscillations or suppress MinE membrane association. To complement their experimental observations, the authors modeled the reaction-diffusion Min system in a confined geometry, and showed that the degree of spontaneous binding of MinE to the membrane shifts the conditions for Min wave emergence. Using computational simulations, the authors further explored the difference in Min wave generation mechanism on 2D planar membrane and in 3D micron-sized spaces, and highlighted the effect of cell-size confinement in reducing the parameter ranges for Min wave emergence.

Overall, the dependence of MinE membrane localization and the emergence of Min waves on physiological levels of protein-based crowders reported in this study could be an exciting contribution to the literature, provided that the authors satisfactorily address the issues described below:

1\) The authors\' finding that BSA induces Min waves by suppression of the spontaneous membrane binding of MinE is interesting. However, the manuscript is not clear about how BSA suppresses the spontaneous membrane binding of MinE. Is it a specific property of BSA, or a general property of protein-based crowding agents? If the effect is specific to BSA, then it is unclear how this observation relates to in vivo Min waves, and the biological significance of the observations with BSA seems doubtful. The biological relevance of the work would be more convincing if the authors can demonstrate that Min waves can be induced by physiological levels of at least one other type of protein crowding agent.

2\) There is a disconnect between the experiment and modeling. In the experiment, the authors showed that the cell-sized confinement results in a low c/m ratio of MinE, but that this effect can be \"canceled\" by using BSA. Therefore, the study suggests a potential role of the bacterial cytoplasm as a key component of the Min system that suppresses the spontaneous membrane binding of MinE, and allows the emergence of Min waves. However, toward the end of modeling, the authors appear to state that a cell-size 3D space narrows the tolerant range of conditions for Min wave emergence, and only physiologically relevant concentrations of MinD and MinE can induce Min waves in a cell-sized space (apparently without using BSA, though this is not clearly stated). This is confusing, as if the cytoplasm acts like BSA, then according to the experiments with BSA one should see in vivo Min waves over a wide range of MinE and MinD levels, but this seems not to be the case for in vivo systems (though the authors do not describe the dependence of in vivo Min waves on MinD and MinE levels, and this is an omission). This results of the modeling analysis are confusing, as if the cytoplasm is indeed canceling the confinement effect then in principle it should allow a wider ranges of conditions for Min wave emergence. The authors need to clarify the logic of their conclusions from modeling.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled \"Cell-sized confinement controls generation and stability of a protein wave for spatiotemporal regulation in cells\" for further consideration at *eLife*. Your revised article has been favorably evaluated by Arup Chakraborty (Senior Editor), a Reviewing Editor, and three reviewers.

The manuscript has been improved but there are some remaining issues that need to be addressed before acceptance, as outlined below. We include lightly edited comments from each of the reviewers for clarity regarding how you might make changes to the current manuscript.

*Reviewer \#1:*

I appreciate the effort done by the authors to improve the writing and to clarify their results. It now becomes clear that BSA suppresses spontaneous membrane-binding of MinE, that is, in absence of MinD. It is a nice result that the ratio c/m between MinE in the cytoplasm/buffer and on the membrane is an important control parameter. (The mechanism underlying the suppression of MinE membrane-binding remains unknown.) It notably sheds light on the topic of the work, namely the impact of (3d) geometry on Min-protein self-organisation. -- The computational part has also improved. It contains a number of interesting observations on the mechanism of wave generation. I did not quite understand what the discussion about excitability adds to our understanding of the role of geometry on Min-protein self-organization.

In spite of the clear improvements of the text, there are still statements that are unclear to me. I have listed a few below. Also, I do not understand what Appendix 1 contributes.

In conclusion, the authors manage to clarify differences between the Min dynamics in closed and open geometries and thereby show that the mechanism for Min protein self-organization in vitro and in vivo are fundamentally the same -- this was disputed by Caspi and Dekker, *eLife* (2016). In my opinion this result can be published in *eLife*. Still, I would suggest that the writing be further improved.

Some specific points:

Subsection "BSA modifies attachment of MinE on membranes without MinD"; \"Thus, we first assumed that BSA may change reaction rates of MinD and MinE binding each other or to the membrane, decrease diffusion constants of MinD and MinE in the cytosol, and increase association rates between macromolecules by a depletion force. Among these effects, the effect of depletion force is excluded \[...\]\" I am not sure what the authors want to say here. They first made some assumptions; and then what? Is only the last effect due to depletion forces and thus only this one excluded? The following sentence and paragraph starts with another \"first\". I am confused here.

In the same section: \"it was found that even 100 mg/mL of BSA slightly but did not significantly decrease the diffusion rates of MinD\" Sounds awkward.

In subsection "Suppression of spontaneous membrane localization of MinE is the key to emergence of Min waves in micro-sized space" paragraph four: \"(Figure 4D).\" Should be (Figure 3D) and (Figure 4E).\" Should be (Figure 3E)

Subsection "Space sizes of microdroplets changes the rate of spontaneous MinE membrane localization": \"As spatial factors to determine c/m of MinE, we can raise maximum levels of attachment on membranes and total amounts of MinE\" I do not understand this sentence. Why is the total amount a spatial factor?

The second paragraph in subsection "Space sizes of microdroplets changes the rate of spontaneous MinE membrane localization" is altogether quite unclear. Some specific example to underline my statement:

\"In small microdroplets with 10 μm diameter, c/m was near 0 and the value (c/m) increased in higher concentrations of MinE. In larger microdroplets, c/m increased in proportion to the MinE amounts.\" What is the difference between the small and larger microdroplets?

\"(...) c/m was maintained low within \<130 μm (...)\" ?

\"(...) in the presence of 10 mg/mL BSA, a minimum BSA concentration for Min wave emergence in microdroplets, c /m did not increase in size but was maintained high irrespective of droplet size\" ?

\"(...) at high concentration of MinE, Min wave did not emerge while MinE indicated high c/m ratio\" ?

Subsection "Computational simulation for Min wave supports the importance of MinE localization for wave emergence": \"c~e~ = 0 when D~0~ = 0\" these quantities have not been introduced.

*Reviewer \#2:*

The overall quality of the manuscript has been clearly improved. However, there are several logical contradictions that remain to be addressed before publication. Still, the main effect the authors describe (and also theoretically discuss) seems that BSA outcompetes MinE for membrane and/or interface binding, thereby allowing for pattern formation under sub-optimal conditions. The experimental results are rather specific, but could be interesting from a technical point of view.

General concerns and contradictory logic:

Overall, the writing of the manuscript is much better. However, there remain several logical contradictions that need to be resolved before publication:

The main result of the study is that proteinaceous crowders such as BSA or *E. coli* extract can suppress MinE binding to the droplet interface and therefore induce Min wave emergence even with lipid compositions that usually do not support pattern formation in droplets. In contrast, addition of other crowders such as PEG8000 does not produce the same effect. However, using high MinE concentration itself or previously published lipid formulations, the authors could also obtain droplets with wave formation. The authors claim that BSA could suppress MinE membrane binding by either of two mechanisms:

1\) BSA/extract could directly bind to the membrane (as reported previously and cited by the authors) and thereby competitively inhibit membrane binding of MinE

2\) BSA/extract could regulate the conformational switching of MinE by excluded volume effects. Thereby reducing MinE membrane attachment, as it would supposedly remain longer in closed conformation

The authors contradict both of these explanations with experiments or in the main text.

Re explanation 1): They performed the additional experiment requested in review, showing that neither labelled BSA nor sfGFP-MinD seem to bind to the membrane (Figure 2D). However, the setup of the experiment is problematic. The authors used 1 µM labelled BSA together with 1 mg/ml non-labeled BSA (about 16 µM). It could be that the signal of membrane-bound BSA is therefore too weak to be detected. To disentangle this, we would suggest the authors use different concentration of purely labelled BSA, starting with low concentrations.

Re explanation 2): The authors cite in the main text that BSA shows little depletion force compared to PEG8000 or Ficoll70. However, these polymer crowders do not support pattern formation, contradicting the statement that the depletion force is likely to be causing MinE conformational switching.

The third explanation not mentioned by the authors could still be that BSA passivates the water oil interface, preventing MinE attachment and denaturation. This effect is hard to access experimentally, because it could also take place during droplet formation, when lipids and proteins come to the interface. If the lipid monolayer is not generated fast enough, proteins could denature, but a proper monolayer could still form. Hence, it would be more convincing if the FRAP data on the protein in presence and absence of BSA would not be presented for MinD, but for MinE.

Furthermore, in the main text they demonstrate that I74M has a lower c/m ratio than WT MinE and is less influenced by BSA. They say that congruently this mutant does not support pattern formation. However, in the discussion they rightfully point out that this mutant does not show pattern formation under any of their conditions (the ones they tested) and also not in vivo. We still believe that this experiment needs to be removed in the current form, unless the authors can demonstrate that the mutant is able to form patterns in the droplet under some condition (e.g. at lower MinE concentration as demonstrated in vitro using the better characterized open MinE mutant I24N, see Denk et al., 2018) or by using the characterized MinE mutant I24N in the first place. The authors then need to show that the conditions for wave emergence are differentially influenced by BSA addition.

10.7554/eLife.44591.039

Author response

\[Editors\' note: the authors' plan for revisions was approved and the authors made a formal revised submission.\]

> As you will see from the complete reviews below, there are two very major issues that the referees have identified, and these have been discussed extensively between the reviewers and the Reviewing Editor.
>
> The first is the attention given to the scientific writing. The second concerns the interpretation of the effects of BSA. To rule out that the observations are an artefact, the reviewers would like to see an experiment with labelled BSA. If it remains cytosolic at low concentrations, we could be convinced that the effect is occurring in solution. If it accumulates at the membrane, it is a sign of membrane failure.
>
> To investigate whether this \"crowding\" effect is specific to BSA, we further suggest experiments with an alternative protein crowder, preferably with a label so it can be followed. As the manuscript already showed measurements with sfGFP, that could simply be used in high concentrations.
>
> We would emphasize that should the effect be specific to BSA we are not requesting a full investigation of the effect.

i\) Problems on scientific writing

We agree to the reviewer comments that scientific writing in our original manuscript was vague and unfocused. We totally revised our manuscript to fix the insufficient explanations and to clarify the logical flow.

Detailed explanation:

i-a) We deeply appreciate that the reviewers pointed out typos, erroneous/insufficient descriptions, citation problems, and misleading sentences. We carefully revised them following the reviewers' comments.

i-b) We are unintentionally biased so that essentially all the details on modeling and numerical simulations are placed in the Supplementary Materials. This placing makes the manuscript harder to read without reading all the details in Supplementary Materials. Details of the simulation have been moved to Materials and methods and Appendix in the main text. Furthermore, we have added a description of the results by the numerical simulations and theoretical analysis in main text.

i-c) We agree that there are several unclear logical flows in our previous manuscript. We revised them by rephrasing sentences, the addition of a description for the simulation, and division and reconstruction of sections and figures for readability.

i-d) For further readability, our manuscript was edited by commercial a English proofreading service.

ii\) Interpretation of the effects of BSA

We clarified the interpretation of the effects of BSA by additional experiments through two approaches. First, we showed that our results were not due to an artefact of our experimental system. Second, following reviewer \#3's comment "The biological relevance of the work would be more convincing if the authors can demonstrate that Min waves can be induced by physiological levels of at least one other type of protein crowding agent", we added new data on Min wave generation using *E. coli* cell extract, which is a more physiological crowder.

Detailed explanation:

ii-a) Membrane integrity of our experimental system

To check the membrane integrity concern raised by reviewer \#2, we have examined the localization assay using labeled-BSA and sfGFP alone, respectively. As a result, we observed cytosolic localization of labeled BSA and sfGFP, and therefore, we believe there is no sign of membrane failure in our experimental system.

ii-b) Min wave emergence by another crowding agent

We tested the effect of another crowding agent, *E. coli* cell extract, which is used in other studies as similar protein crowder to BSA (Groen et al., 2015). In agreement with our early results, we found that *E. coli* cell extract can work as BSA to generate Min wave in lipid microdroplets and to suppress the MinE localization on the membrane. We believe these results make our conclusion clearer and stronger.

> Reviewer \#1:
>
> \[...\] I find the results interesting and think that they make a valuable contribution to our understanding of the Min system. Still I do not think that the manuscript can be published in its current state. Most importantly -- I am sorry to be so blunt -- it is not well written. A good impression can be gained by reading the Abstract. It is very difficult to understand and does not clearly convey the message of the work. Unfortunately, this is true for essentially the whole work. In addition to often being hard to understand, the text is also too vague. To give but one example: \"To quantify the details of MinE localization in microdroplets, we employed an index value for localization ratio (c/m) obtained by dividing quantities of MinE in cytosolic parts (c) by those on membranes (m).\" (ll. 178) How are these quantities measured? What are their units? Also the definition of the computational models does not become clear from the main text.

We appreciate that the reviewer pointed out our poor writing and vague statements. We carefully checked our manuscript again, and rewrote it in order to make a logical flow clearer. For this purpose, necessary descriptions including methods for c/m quantification were added in the main text. Furthermore, our manuscript is now edited by commercial editing service.

> Finally, in my opinion, the theoretical results should take more weight in the main text.

Descriptions of simulation results were added in the main text to take more weight.

> In conclusion, I think that very thorough revisions of the manuscript are necessary to make this work acceptable for publication in eLife.

According to the comment, our manuscript is now totally revised as described above.

> I also think that the message would be much stronger if the authors could measure the rates of MinE membrane binding, but I acknowledge that this would require a lot more work that goes beyond what the authors aimed for here.

Although the rate of MinE membrane binding is very important parameter, it is difficult to evaluate membrane binding rates of MinE due to technical difficulty in evaluation those in lipid microdroplets. This point is now described in Discussion.

> Reviewer \#2:
>
> \[...\] We believe that the presented work is methodologically rigorous, but does not represent a significant advance to justify publication in eLife. The manuscript reproduces MinDE pattern formation in micro-sized compartments. There have been several such studies in compartments lined with SLBs (Zieske et al., 2013; Zieske et al., eLife 2014; Caspi and Dekker, 2016) and in droplets (Zieske et al., 2016) and in vesicles (Litschel et al., 2018).

We respectfully disagree our present study is merely a reproduction of the previous work because their studies analyze the patterns of Min waves but did not mention the conditions for Min wave emergence in micro-sized compartment which is a main point of our present study. Here we demonstrate that the conditions for Min wave emergence in closed geometry differ from those in open spaces, and revealed the reason by experiments and theoretical analysis. We believe these findings bring significant advances and justify publication of our present study in *eLife*.

> Furthermore, we are concerned with the interpretation of the major results in the manuscript: The authors claim that crowding through BSA prevents MinE binding to the droplet interface which they show is essential for emergence of Min patterns (Figure 2D). There are several problems with this hypothesis. First, as the authors themselves show, other crowding agents like PEG8000 and Ficol70, both commonly used crowders, cannot reproduce the effect obtained with BSA, namely the occurrence of Min patterns (Figure 3D).

As mentioned above, we showed that the effect of BSA to generate Min waves in cell-sized space is suppression of spontaneous localization of MinE on membrane (denoted as c/m in experiments and *c~e,0~* in numerical simulation) rather than simple crowding effects such as limitation of diffusion. While BSA and cell extract suppress the spontaneous MinE localization, the non-protein crowders do not show this (Figure 3F). This point is now described in the Discussion.

> Second, the authors show that BSA in their assay does not work as a crowder, as they show that the diffusion in solution of in this case sfGFP is only impacted by BSA at amounts higher than 100 mg/ml (Figure 2A), but MinDE reliably form patterns even at 10 mg/ml BSA (subsection "Protein crowding inhibits spontaneous localization of MinE on membranes" and "Space sizes of microdroplets changes rates of spontaneous MinE membrane localization").

This issue depends on the definition of crowder. The reviewer is correct if the crowder plays a role in suppression of diffusion. However, our present study demonstrated the role of BSA is not the suppression of diffusion but suppression of MinE localization. Nevertheless, we agree that the term "crowding" is confusing to potential readers. We totally revised the Discussion to clarify our conclusion, and stated that the role of BSA and cell extract is not derived from limitation of diffusion.

> Third, the authors refer to and reproduce an older publication (Zieske et al., 2016) where it has been shown that MinDE patterns emerge in droplets formed with DOPC and Cardiolipin even in the absence of BSA (Video 2). The authors do not explain why in this case MinDE can form patterns in a microsized compartment without crowding other than sloppily referring to difference in lipids (subsection "MinDE are insufficient for emerging Min waves in micro-sized space fully covered with E. coli polar lipid").

We are afraid of that the issue is due to the bad scientific writing as pointed out by other reviewers. We explained the reason that MinDE patterns emerge in droplets formed with DOPC and Cardiolipin even in the absence of BSA is suppression of MinE localization due to low amounts of anionic lipids. We have rephrased the corresponding explanations and mentioned these points in the Discussion.

> We believe that what the authors are looking at is that BSA patches the faulty monolayer. BSA is regularly used to passivate artificial membranes. The low amount of BSA that does not induce crowding but would efficiently passivate the monolayer interface speaks for such an interpretation of the results. As MinD in the presence of ATP always binds to the interface, we propose to use an altogether different protein, such as a soluble fluorescent protein (which the authors seemed to have done already as they show diffusion data for sfGFP), as a test for membrane integrity. Another control would be to use labelled BSA to see if it actually patches the membrane or does indeed stay in solution and act as a crowder as suggested by the authors.

To check the membrane integrity concern raised by the reviewer, we have examined the localization assay using labeled-BSA and sfGFP alone, respectively. As a result, we observed cytosolic localization of labeled BSA and sfGFP (Figure 2D), and therefore, we believe there is no sign of membrane failure in our experimental system.

> Reviewer \#3:
>
> \[...\] Overall, the dependence of MinE membrane localization and the emergence of Min waves on physiological levels of protein-based crowders reported in this study could be an exciting contribution to the literature, provided that the authors satisfactorily address the issues described below:
>
> 1\) The authors\' finding that BSA induces Min waves by suppression of the spontaneous membrane binding of MinE is interesting. However, the manuscript is not clear about how BSA suppresses the spontaneous membrane binding of MinE. Is it a specific property of BSA, or a general property of protein-based crowding agents? If the effect is specific to BSA, then it is unclear how this observation relates to in vivo Min waves, and the biological significance of the observations with BSA seems doubtful. The biological relevance of the work would be more convincing if the authors can demonstrate that Min waves can be induced by physiological levels of at least one other type of protein crowding agent.

Following to the reviewer's comment, we added new data on c/m change and Min wave generation as a result of supplementation with *E. coli* cell extract, which is a more physiological crowder. As a result, cell extract also suppressed spontaneous membrane localization of MinE and generated Min waves in microdroplets. Furthermore, the behavior against concentration shift of cell extract is similar to the case for BSA. We believe these results strengthened our conclusion.

> 2\) There is a disconnect between the experiment and modeling. In the experiment, the authors showed that the cell-sized confinement results in a low c/m ratio of MinE, but that this effect can be \"canceled\" by using BSA. Therefore, the study suggests a potential role of the bacterial cytoplasm as a key component of the Min system that suppresses the spontaneous membrane binding of MinE, and allows the emergence of Min waves. However, toward the end of modeling, the authors appear to state that a cell-size 3D space narrows the tolerant range of conditions for Min wave emergence, and only physiologically relevant concentrations of MinD and MinE can induce Min waves in a cell-sized space (apparently without using BSA, though this is not clearly stated). This is confusing, as if the cytoplasm acts like BSA, then according to the experiments with BSA one should see in vivo Min waves over a wide range of MinE and MinD levels, but this seems not to be the case for in vivo systems (though the authors do not describe the dependence of in vivo Min waves on MinD and MinE levels, and this is an omission). This results of the modeling analysis are confusing, as if the cytoplasm is indeed canceling the confinement effect then in principle it should allow a wider ranges of conditions for Min wave emergence. The authors need to clarify the logic of their conclusions from modeling.

Our modeling section had two parts: one is MinE localization discussed above and the other is the effect of confinement. We have rewritten the main text so that we have separated these sections and clarified the logic. To clarify the relation between c/m and theoretical analysis, we have revised the figure (Figure 5) and rewritten the modeling section entirely. Although the model cannot say anything about molecular mechanism of MinE delocalization due to BSA, we have clarified increasing c/m (decreasing *c~e,0~*) enhances the Min wave generation. Our new experiment uses cell extract to reproduce the wave, and therefore, it supports the idea that BSA behaves as cytosol in the sense that it cancels MinE localization on the membrane.

The section for the effect of confinement explains the reason why the planar membrane is robust against MinE localization. This section shows findings that are independent from the results form spontaneous MinE localization. To make this point clearer, we divided figures and sections.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

> Reviewer \#1:
>
> I appreciate the effort done by the authors to improve the writing and to clarify their results. It now becomes clear that BSA suppresses spontaneous membrane-binding of MinE, that is, in absence of MinD. It is a nice result that the ratio c/m between MinE in the cytoplasm/buffer and on the membrane is an important control parameter. (The mechanism underlying the suppression of MinE membrane-binding remains unknown.) It notably sheds light on the topic of the work, namely the impact of (3d) geometry on Min-protein self-organisation. -- The computational part has also improved. It contains a number of interesting observations on the mechanism of wave generation. I did not quite understand what the discussion about excitability adds to our understanding of the role of geometry on Min-protein self-organization.

We appreciate the comments by the reviewer. We proposed excitability as a second possibility of robustness of the Min wave generation in open geometry. It suggests that the wave may occur even when the stationary state is linearly stable due to large perturbation (as shown in Figure 5 that the blue points are positive even away from the region of linear instability on a planar membrane). To show excitability, a large amount of Min proteins necessarily attaches to the membrane in a local space as shown Figure 8A and B. This is possible only in the open geometry, and not in the closed membrane because the process strongly modifies the bulk concentrations due to the coupling between the bulk and membrane concentrations. To clarify this issue, we added the corresponding discussion as follows:

"We stress that excitability occurs only in the flat membrane because in a closed small membrane, any large change in the local membrane concentrations during an excitable wave inevitably changes the bulk concentrations."

We also note that excitability suggests that the wave generation may be strongly dependent on an initial condition as described in Discussion. To our knowledge, such dependence is unexplored in the case of Min waves.

> In spite of the clear improvements of the text, there are still statements that are unclear to me. I have listed a few below. Also, I do not understand what Appendix 1 contributes.

We also appreciate the comments. In Appendix 1, we summarize our current theoretical understandings on the Min wave generation. The benefit of this description is to compare our theoretical models with previously proposed ones. We have revised Appendix 1 so that it starts from generic phenomenological models to explain what is missing in those models to understand the Min system, and then, we summarized the previous models specific for the Min wave generation.

"Before explaining the theoretical models in this study in Appendix 2 and 3, we summarize current theoretical understandings of the Min wave generation. Spontaneous wave generation observed in the experiments have been studied as wave instability in reaction-diffusion equations."

Other revisions are described in the responses to the specific pointing by the reviewer.

> In conclusion, the authors manage to clarify differences between the Min dynamics in closed and open geometries and thereby show that the mechanism for Min protein self-organization in vitro and in vivo are fundamentally the same -- this was disputed by Caspi and Dekker, eLife (2016). In my opinion this result can be published in eLife. Still, I would suggest that the writing be further improved.

We deeply appreciate the reviewer's comments. The writing has been further improved by rephrasing the paragraphs and sentences pointed by the reviewers, and by a proofreading service again.

> Some specific points:
>
> Subsection "BSA modifies attachment of MinE on membranes without MinD"; \"Thus, we first assumed that BSA may change reaction rates of MinD and MinE binding each other or to the membrane, decrease diffusion constants of MinD and MinE in the cytosol, and increase association rates between macromolecules by a depletion force. Among these effects, the effect of depletion force is excluded \[...\]\" I am not sure what the authors want to say here. They first made some assumptions; and then what? Is only the last effect due to depletion forces and thus only this one excluded? The following sentence and paragraph starts with another \"first\". I am confused here.

When we have considered the effects of BSA, we first speculated the following three effects: BSA induces a depletion force, decreases diffusion constants, and enhances formation of MinDE complexes. However, we found that none of these effects are relevant. Instead, we found that BSA inhibits attachment of MinE on a membrane in the absence of MinD. To clarify what we mean, we revised this paragraph as follows:

"To understand why the condition for the emergence of Min waves differ between being located on 2D planar membranes and in 3D closed geometry, we investigated how BSA affects the mechanism of wave emergence in a closed micro-sized space. Crowding agents, like BSA, may change reaction rates and diffusion rates (23, 24). Changes to the reaction rate are related to changes in the interactions between Min proteins or between a protein and a membrane. The first-known mechanism to modify the interactions is the depletion force, which enhances the attraction between proteins. The crowding agents might also bind directly with MinD or MinE to promote the formation of MinDE complexes. Furthermore, the crowding agents decrease the diffusion constants. We investigated these effects in detail. Among these effects, the effect of depletion force was excluded from the investigation because previous studies have indicated that BSA causes a much weaker depletion force than PEG8000 or Ficoll70 do (24)."

> In the same section: \"it was found that even 100 mg/mL of BSA slightly but did not significantly decrease the diffusion rates of MinD\" Sounds awkward.

The sentence was rephrased as:

"The diffusion rates of MinD on lipid membranes of various sizes of microdroplets decreased only slightly even in the 100 mg/mL of BSA condition (Figure 2B)."

> In subsection "Suppression of spontaneous membrane localization of MinE is the key to emergence of Min waves in micro-sized space" paragraph four: \"(Figure 4D).\" Should be (Figure 3D) and (Figure 4E).\" Should be (Figure 3E)

We appreciate this point. We corrected the typo.

> Subsection "Space sizes of microdroplets changes the rate of spontaneous MinE membrane localization": \"As spatial factors to determine c/m of MinE, we can raise maximum levels of attachment on membranes and total amounts of MinE\" I do not understand this sentence. Why is the total amount a spatial factor?

We appreciate this point. We removed the word "spatial", because it is unnecessary in this sentence. Furthermore, we rephrased the sentence as follows:

"To determine c/m of MinE, maximum levels of attachment on membranes and the total amounts of MinE are conceivable factors."

> The second paragraph in subsection "Space sizes of microdroplets changes the rate of spontaneous MinE membrane localization" is altogether quite unclear. Some specific example to underline my statement:

To clarify what we mean, we totally revised the paragraph. Responses to the specific points are described below.

> \"In small microdroplets with 10 μm diameter, c/m was near 0 and the value (c/m) increased in higher concentrations of MinE. In larger microdroplets, c/m increased in proportion to the MinE amounts.\" What is the difference between the small and larger microdroplets?

To clarify what we mean, we rephrased the sentences as follows:

"In larger microdroplets (\>20 μm diameter), c/m increased in proportion to the amount of MinE. Moreover, the increase in c/m was highly dependent on the concentration of MinE."

> \"(...) c/m was maintained low within \<130 μm (...)\" ?

The sentence was rephrases as: "c/m stayed low when the droplet size was less than 130 μm"

> \"(...) in the presence of 10 mg/mL BSA, a minimum BSA concentration for Min wave emergence in microdroplets, c /m did not increase in size but was maintained high irrespective of droplet size\" ?

The sentence were rephrased as follows:

"We also tested the size dependence of c/m in the presence of 10 mg/mL BSA, which is a minimum BSA concentration for Min wave emergence in microdroplets. In this case, c /m did not depend on sizes. However, the value was higher than 0.7"

> \"(...) at high concentration of MinE, Min wave did not emerge while MinE indicated high c/m ratio\" ?

To clarify what we mean, the sentence and its following sentences were rephrased as follows:

"Although c/m is higher than 0.4 in \>50 μm microdroplets entrapping 3 μM MinE (Figure 4), no Min wave were observed at 1 μM MinD and 3 μM MinE in the absence of BSA. This result may be associated with the very low rate of Min wave appearance at this concentration ratio, even in the presence of 100 mg/mL BSA (Figure 1E)."

> Subsection "Computational simulation for Min wave supports the importance of MinE localization for wave emergence": \"c~e~ = 0 when D~0~ = 0\" these quantities have not been introduced.

We appreciate the reviewer's comment. Explanation of \"c_e = 0 when D_0 = 0\" has been included in the revised manuscript as follows:

"the concentration of MinE on the membrane, *c*~e~, becomes *c*~e~=0 when the total concentration of MinD, D~0~, is D~0~=0"

> Reviewer \#2:
>
> The overall quality of the manuscript has been clearly improved. However, there are several logical contradictions that remain to be addressed before publication. Still, the main effect the authors describe (and also theoretically discuss) seems that BSA outcompetes MinE for membrane and/or interface binding, thereby allowing for pattern formation under sub-optimal conditions. The experimental results are rather specific, but could be interesting from a technical point of view.

We sincerely appreciate the comments by the reviewer. However, we respectfully disagree our experimental system is under sub-optimal conditions. We selected the lipids and salts to set microdroplet environments to make them more physiological than the elements used in other studies. Furthermore, we showed cell extract, which is a more physiological element, also induces Min wave in the microdroplets we used. Hence, we believe our experimental results that are supported by our theoretical analysis bring significant findings in this field.

> General concerns and contradictory logic:
>
> Overall, the writing of the manuscript is much better. However, there remain several logical contradictions that need to be resolved before publication:
>
> The main result of the study is that proteinaceous crowders such as BSA or E. coli extract can suppress MinE binding to the droplet interface and therefore induce Min wave emergence even with lipid compositions that usually do not support pattern formation in droplets. In contrast, addition of other crowders such as PEG8000 does not produce the same effect. However, using high MinE concentration itself or previously published lipid formulations, the authors could also obtain droplets with wave formation.

We apologize that our poor writing caused a misunderstanding for the reviewer. High MinE concentration does not emerge Min wave in the absence of BSA. To clarify the point, we rephrased the corresponding sentence as follows: (See also the response to the reviewer 1 comment).

"Although c/m is higher than 0.4 in \>50 μm microdroplets entrapping 3 μM MinE (Figure 4), no Min wave were observed at 1 μM MinD and 3 μM MinE in the absence of BSA. This result may be associated with the very low rate of Min wave appearance at this concentration ratio, even in the presence of 100 mg/mL BSA (Figure 1E)."

> The authors claim that BSA could suppress MinE membrane binding by either of two mechanisms:
>
> 1\) BSA/extract could directly bind to the membrane (as reported previously and cited by the authors) and thereby competitively inhibit membrane binding of MinE
>
> 2\) BSA/extract could regulate the conformational switching of MinE by excluded volume effects. Thereby reducing MinE membrane attachment, as it would supposedly remain longer in closed conformation

Before going into the details of our reply, we should point out that the two mechanisms are possible candidates of molecular mechanisms for suppression of MinE localization. These are not our main conclusion. Here we showed strong correlation between the suppression of MinE localization on the membrane and the wave generation, and the results do not rely on specific molecular mechanisms of the suppression. This is the reason why we argued these possible mechanisms in the Discussion. We agree that clarification of the molecular mechanism is an important future study.

For second mechanism, we should note that we mentioned "excluded volume effects" as an example that can causes the regulation of MinE's conformational switching. In fact, we mentioned "excluded volume or other effects".

> The authors contradict both of these explanations with experiments or in the main text.

We disagree that our discussion is contradicted by the experimental results. This point is described in the following responses.

> Re explanation 1): They performed the additional experiment requested in review, showing that neither labelled BSA nor sfGFP-MinD seem to bind to the membrane (Figure 2D). However, the setup of the experiment is problematic. The authors used 1 µM labelled BSA together with 1 mg/ml non-labeled BSA (about 16 µM). It could be that the signal of membrane-bound BSA is therefore too weak to be detected. To disentangle this, we would suggest the authors use different concentration of purely labelled BSA, starting with low concentrations.

To reply the concern by the reviewer, we tested 5 µM labelled BSA together with 5 µM non-labeled BSA (total 0.67 mg/mL). The results showed that localization of labelled BSA on membranes was not as similar to the case of 1 µM labelled BSA together with 1 mg/ml non-labeled BSA. The figure was replaced with the result using 5 µM labelled BSA together with 5 µM non-labeled BSA. Because 10 mg/mL BSA is a minimum concentration to emerge Min wave (Figure 3C), the results are not contradicted by the first mechanism. Moreover, we should mention that our experiments showed that sfGFP (not sfGFP-MinD) did not bind the membrane (Figure 2D).

> Re explanation 2): The authors cite in the main text that BSA shows little depletion force compared to PEG8000 or Ficoll70. However, these polymer crowders do not support pattern formation, contradicting the statement that the depletion force is likely to be causing MinE conformational switching.

First, we did not mention that the depletion force is the only driving force of the mechanism. Although the depletion force is one of the effects derived from excluded volume effects, these are not identical. Second, we did not restrict ourselves to the cause of the secondmechanism in "excluded volume effects". Hence, the logic is not contradictory to our experimental results. To clarify the point, we rephrased corresponding sentence as follows:

"... by excluded volume or other effects we do not consider."

As reviewer \#1 also pointed out, our description to deny the depletion force for the mechanism of the wave generation was not clear. We have revised the text.

> The third explanation not mentioned by the authors could still be that BSA passivates the water oil interface, preventing MinE attachment and denaturation. This effect is hard to access experimentally, because it could also take place during droplet formation, when lipids and proteins come to the interface. If the lipid monolayer is not generated fast enough, proteins could denature, but a proper monolayer could still form. Hence, it would be more convincing if the FRAP data on the protein in presence and absence of BSA would not be presented for MinD, but for MinE.

To respond the reviewers' concern, FRAP data on MinE in the absence of MinD was added in the new Figure 2---figure supplement 2. Because MinE localization changes by supplementation of BSA (Figure 2D), the result was obtained under no BSA conditions. FRAP data showed MinE moves faster than MinD. This result clearly shows that MinE does not denature during droplet formation even though BSA is absence. The following sentence is now added in the revised manuscript:

"Furthermore, FRAP also showed that MinE-mCherry diffuses faster than sfGFP-MinD in the absence of BSA, which indicates that the localization of MinE was not driven by protein denaturation (Figure 2---figure supplement 2)."

> Furthermore, in the main text they demonstrate that I74M has a lower c/m ratio than WT MinE and is less influenced by BSA. They say that congruently this mutant does not support pattern formation. However, in the discussion they rightfully point out that this mutant does not show pattern formation under any of their conditions (the ones they tested) and also not in vivo. We still believe that this experiment needs to be removed in the current form, unless the authors can demonstrate that the mutant is able to form patterns in the droplet under some condition (e.g. at lower MinE concentration as demonstrated in vitro using the better characterized open MinE mutant I24N, see Denk et al., 2018) or by using the characterized MinE mutant I24N in the first place. The authors then need to show that the conditions for wave emergence are differentially influenced by BSA addition.

We appreciate the comment. After careful consideration, we decided to omit the I74M results and its discussion from the manuscript as the reviewer's recommendation. The explanations of the open and closed states were moved to the Discussion.
